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In chapter 3 of our paper we present equations of motion for continuous mass

distribution subject to hydrodynamic forces in their most general form. We start

with equations for discrete mass particles and then transform the equations so

that it is appropriate for a continuous mass distribution. As we do that, new
forms of interactions are generated and we successfully include these interactions,

using the propagator theory, in the general form of our hydrodynamic equations for

continuous mass distributions. We also took a deeper mathematical description of

rotational flows. We were able to explain many physical phenomena successfully by

our treatment of rotational flows in a more concrete and simple way, for example,

the phenomenon of ripples that appear on ocean beaches and in desert sands.

In chapter 4 we study the behavior of water surfaces. A liquid drop of water

takes on a spherical shape because of the phenomenon of surface tension. A physi-

cal model based on the arrangement which the water molecules have on the surface

is introduced to explain the above phenomenon. A mathematical model, as well as

the physical model mentioned above, is introduced to describe the kind of forces

involved on a wavy surface. The equations obtained describe the phenomenon of

surface tension on a microscopic level very successfully.
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In chapter 5 we apply the results of chapters 3 and 4 to get an equation that

gives a critical dynamical value which govern the interactions between the moving

fluid and the dust particles residing on the ground.
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The Hydrodynamic Theory of Mass Transport
and Matter Forces of Water

1 Introduction

Mathematical models of physical phenomena are simplified descriptions of na-

ture. As we try to include more aspects of a given phenomenon into our model,

the model itself becomes increasingly more complicated. In chapter 3 of our pa-

per we develop mathematical equations that model the transport of point masses

(dust particles) in fluids. We include rotational motion into our formalism and so

incorporate turbulent flow into our hydrodynamic theory of mass transport. In

chapter 4 we make use of statistical methods to introduce an equation that mod-

els the surface tension of water. In chapter 5 we apply these results obtained in

chapters 3 and 4. We define a critical dynamical variable at which the interaction

between the turbulent water and the residing dust occur and give a mathematical

expression for that variable. We begin by giving a more detailed discussion of the

results derived in chapter 3.

The problem of turbulent and wavy flow is a complex one and consequently the

mathematical model describing mass transport in turbulent flows are themselves

complex. Our system consists of water interacting with the ground, exciting the

dust residing on it, setting the dust into motion, and finally the dust settling out

over time to come to rest once more on the ground. We begin by considering

curved streamlines (see D. S. Chandrasekharaiah and L. Debuath [6]) that curve

downward toward the ground and scatter dust particles. Each streamline hits a

specific dust particle, thereby setting it into motion. We assign radial, polar, and

azimuthal coordinates to the excited particles to keep track of its motion and use
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Lagrangian formalism to write the Newtonian force equation in terms of these

coordinates. The rest of chapter 3 is dedicated to the question of the kind of forces

applied to these dust particles and their coordinates.

We distinguish two types of forces the first type which is the delivered force

at the instant of scattering, and the second type which is the active force after

the excitation or the scattering takes place. The application of the first type of

force during the scattering is assumed to be instantaneous. Using the concept of

conservation of momentum, we relate the gain in momentum of the dust particles

to the history of the scattering streamline. The type 2 force as we mentioned

above is the sum of the applied (active) forces on the scattered dust particles

due to the turbulent motion of the fluid and the presence of other previously

scattered particles. In our search for an expression for this second type of force

we found valuable mathematical expressions and dynamical quantities. One such

dynamical quantity was a new vector potential (with symbol A) that accounts

for the rotational flow and obeys wave equation. As a result of that, A was an

oscillatory function. The different physical phenomena we were able to explain in

terms of this new A is an indication of its intrinsic existence. For example, the

phenomenon of sand ripples on ocean beaches we were able to explain in terms of

A, the presence of which generates the ripple pattern. In fact our theory is also

applicable to general viscous fluids flowing over a sandy medium. In his paper,

P. Blondeaux [4] introduced a predictive theory for the formation of sand ripples

under sea water. His theory was based on an analysis of a flat, sandy bottom

subject to a viscous oscillatory flow. He did not, however, give a deep reason

that accounts for the oscillatory flow, hence oscillatory pattern on the ground or

ripples. In our paper we resolve this gap by use of the new vector potential A, which

explains the phenomenon of ripples in terms of an oscillatory drag force that causes
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the ripples. On the other end of the problem is the assumption of a preexisting

wavy surface that is being subjected to wind flow. The wind doesn't have to be

in an oscillatory flow as in Blondeaux. however, the existing stationary system of

ripples create such a condition and the phenomenon of ripples can then be studied.

This is what Theodore von Karman [29] does in his two attempts to resolve the

phenomenon of ripples. However, we have the same shortcomings in his paper as

we did in Blondeaux. He never gave a deep reason or cause for the initial formation

of the ripples. The phenomenon of ripples occurs even if we start with a flat sandy

surface. Besides, he assumes in his first method of approach that the density of air

is negligible compared to the density of sand particles. This limits his solution to

wind flows only and we cannot apply to water. Our theory describes the influence

of any continuous media on its bounding surfaces, and avoids the assumption of

preexisting ripples. We therefore generalize the phenomenon of ripple formation in

the sense that we only need to have a flowing continuous media over a surface of

particles to observe that periodic pattern. Karman mentioned in his paper that the

ripples' arrangement are regular. This perfect regularity of ripples that Karman

claims no satisfactory explanation has been offered for, is a result we obtained in

our theory due to the fact that the vector potential A, responsible for rotational

flow, obeys a wave equation. We also mentioned the role of the vector potential

in the presence or absence of the no slip condition on boundaries. In his article J.

Serrin [25] explains Stokes' argument for the no slip condition. He also gives an

equation, with an undetermined function, that corresponds to a slip condition. In

contrast, we give an equation that gives an oscillatory tangential velocity at the

boundary and recovers the no slip condition at a certain wavelength of the incoming

water waves. This demonstrates our success in resolving the boundary condition

problem that others, as Serrin mentioned, like Maxwell, Duhem, Knudsen, Chang
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and Uhlenbeck, Truesdell, and Patterson proposed solutions for.

Since our second type of force is expressed in terms of a canonical momentum

density, which we can derive from a Lagrangian density, we must find equations

of motion that govern the fluid velocity potential fields. We can then construct

Lagrangian densities that correspond to the equations of motion of the fields. In

order to have nonzero canonical momentum densities, we express our Lagrangian

density in terms of the potentials as well as their time derivative. Any other

interactions that are left out can then be incorporated into the second type force

by adding it as an interaction Lagrangian density.

At this point of the theory mathematical modeling takes over as the starting

point in the quest to understand natural phenomena. The typical ancient method is

to start with a philosophical model that reflects our understanding and perception

of a specific natural phenomenon and then to formulate that physical observation or

philosophical perception of nature in terms of a mathematical equation. We trade

the above privilege of the ancient approach to theory making with the privilege of

flexibility in our theory with respect to modeling. Modeling can be done in our

case by substituting a different interaction term than the one we proposed. The

task of choosing a different or a "better" interaction term, however, is made easier

by our invention of the new vector potential A which obeys a wave equation. The

task is made easier because in addition to the homogeneous wave equation of A,

we also have a nonhomogeneous differential equation for A with a force dependent

term on its right hand side. The best interaction Lagrangian density would then

be the one which yields the most compatible force term on the right hand side

of the nonhomogeneous differential equation of A when substituting the overall

Lagrangian density into the Euler-Lagrange equation of motion.

This concludes our theoretical modeling in chapter 3; however, the above mod-
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eling was for discrete streamlines and particles. As we took the resulting equations

to a continuous limit new complications emerged. We introduced the concept of a

water beam, which is a continuous collection of streamlines. Then we rewrote our

equations to describe a multi-beam picture. As different beams hit the ground,

their corresponding streamlines bounce off the ground and interact with each other

as well as with the particles which have been already scattered and diffused into

the fluid. To include these new interactions we proposed a brilliant new particle

flux that has a direct proportionality to the square of the concentration and used

the continuity equation for particles based on the assumption that the motion of

the particles is governed entirely by the fluid motion. This assumes fine dust parti-

cles, or, violent water motion such that the particles are driven completely by the

motion of the fluid. Accordingly, we invented another new potential (I), this time

scalar, the gradient of which gives the particles' velocity in the diffusion equation.

We showed that the continuity equation of (I) yields an equation that makes the

application of the propagator theory possible. Through the propagator theory we

were able to include all the interactions that are due to the beam interferences.

This success in the theoretical modelling of the particle's flux is supported by G.

J. Kynch [18] as he mentions in his paper that the particle's flux direct proportion-

ality to the square of the concentration is in agreement with experimental curves

he analyzed.

The work of Saffman [23], Drew and other leading scientists in that field was

concerned with the effects of the introduction of dust particles into a clear flow of

fluid. Our model is the other way around in the sense that the dust particles are

subject to forces the fluid's turbulent motion is generating. The model studied by

Saffman did not include interactions between dust particles which is not physically

realistic. Our model, however, does include these interactions as well as other
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interactions since we used the propagator theory to get a very general description

of the above situation.

V. I. Palaniswamy and C. M. Purushotham [21] use a variable T = 711/5 called

the relaxation time which is a measure of time taken by the fine dust particles to

adjust to the local fluid motion. Here m is the mass of dust particle and s is the

Stokes' drag coefficient. The relaxation time is assumed to be very much less than

the time characterizing the basic flow. Although this is not a bad assumption, we

would still like to have a theory that makes the least number of approximations

in its general and initial formalism. Our propagator theory of fine dust avoids the

above approximation because it treats streamlines and fine dust particles as mathe-

matical points with different densities. That is, there is no difference in the pattern

of the variation of spatial coordinate of the tip of streamlines and the dust particles

with respect to time. In their paper they introduced two separate equations which

correspond to the fluid motion and the dust in the fluid. These equations have only

one coupling factor which corresponds to the viscous drag force. Besides being too

simple in formulating the interactions between the particles and the streamlines,

they did not include the rotational flow which we have a plenty of during a tur-

bulent flow. This is due to the fact that they only considered laminar flow with

small disturbances. Our introduction of a vector potential allowed rotational flow

and that in turn motivated the introduction of a drag force and drag coefficients

as components of a matrix. We let this drag matrix be a function of position and

time and considered its spatial variation to reflect the changes in the properties

of the fluid as it flows randomly. Also, in their paper, they introduce particle

motion in a fluid equation which includes the particles' velocity. We can take the

particles' velocity in their equation to be the negative gradient of the new scalar

potential (I) we had introduced above. By substituting this expression for the par-
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tides' velocity into Palaniswamy and Purushotham's equation of particle motion,

we have included all the possible interactions that may occur. This demonstrates

the application of our propagator theory to other situations.

Our formalism of active forces in terms of a Lagrangian density allows us to

include different forces such as the drag force as well as the lifting forces on the

particulate, a force also considered in a series of papers by Drew [9]. As Drew's

paper gave a term proportional to the lift force, the term he gave have no infor-

mation about the origin of the lift force. It is more of a descriptive expression

than physical. However, we can study the origin of the lift force more deeply by

our model since lift force can be generated by rotational flow and we developed a

formalism particularly for rotational flow. This lift force which occurs in our for-

malism is very important. Otterman and Lee [20], Dussan and Lee [10] have used

continuum models of lift force in some situations where lift force was considered

to be important.

In order to give a coherent description of the flows in the near shore region, we

then take up the study of water at the surface. Chapter 4 of our paper concerns

matter forces in a one dimensional, surface liquid water, specifically, the surface

tension of water. As yet, there have been no successful explanations of the nature

of the forces involved. The only mathematical model for describing surface tension

is empirically based rather than being derived from first principles. The model

introduced here tries to describe the forces involved on the surface of the water

causing the surface to behave like a coherent sheet of matter. The model given

here succeeds in carrying out this program from a fundamental point of view.

In this chapter we develop the equations that describe the surface tension for

water. We give two mathematical models pertaining to the same physical model.

The first mathematical model considers only the nearest neighbor interaction and
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the second mathematical model considers all the dipoles surrounding a specific one.

More precisely, we are stating that the origin of the forces of surface tension are due

to the electromagnetic, van der Waals forces that exist between any two permanent

dipoles. The surface tension, we argue, will be due to the arrangement of these

van der Waals dipoles. The arrangement is important in the theory because the

van der Waals potential between two dipoles depends on the orientation of the two

dipoles. The average over all the angles (orientations) a dipole can make with the

line that joins the center of the dipole with the center of another dipole next to

it gives the potential energy of the van der Waals forces between them a factor

of (-3/2). This would be the case of a van der Waals gas. Since we are dealing with

a van der Waals liquid, we choose the parallel arrangement of dipoles on the surface

of the liquid, causing forces between the dipoles on the surface to be attractive.

This highly ordered arrangement implies minimum kinetic energy. As the kinetic

energy is increased, the arrangement becomes more disordered and random. This

randomness makes anti-parallel arrangements possible, which are really repellent

dipoles on the two-dimensional (one-dimensional) surface. The proliferation of

these repellent points on the surface as the temperature is increased breaks the

coherency of the surface sheet. This, we believe, is an excellent interpretation of

what happens on the surface during boiling or evaporation processes where the

breakage of the surface sheet allows volume molecules to escape. Alternatively,

we can break the surface sheet by setting the volume molecules into a turbulent

mode which will, in turn, cause the surface dipoles to become randomly oriented

and this will lead to a decrease in the surface tension. This argument is supported

by J. M. Floryan, S. H. Davis and R. E. Kelly [12] in their study of instabilities

of a liquid film flowing down a slightly inclined plane. They defined a Reynolds'



number and an equation for surface tension number given, respectively, by

R = p2ghit-2 sin i3

e = (3PT3/giz4)1/3

where these variables, together with their dimensions, are

= kinematic viscosity, (L2IT)

density, M L3

surface tension, M/T2

g* sin 0, (L /T2)

acceleration of gravity, (L/T2)

angle of inclination from horizontal

= it /2 for vertical films)

line of wave inception, (L)

thickness of flowing film

p =

T

g

g*

=

=

/3 =

L =

9

Here L refers to length, T to time, and M to mass. The equation for T was found by

Anshus [2]. If we solve for it' in the Anshus equation and substitute it into the equa-

tion /-3/2 2(3p)1/2.tion for the Reynolds' number, we obtain R = sin 13/2T3/

The resulting equation implies that the Reynolds' number and surface tension are

inversely proportional. It is stated in that paper that as R is increased from zero,

the state of the system changes from infinitesimally stable to unstable (turbulent).

Therefore, if we are to increase the instability or turbulence of the system's state

by increasing the Reynolds' number, we will be decreasing the surface tension.

This is analogous to what happens to the surface dipoles by increasing the tem-
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perature. In both cases a random arrangement of the surface dipoles (a decrease

in the surface tension) was reached. In short, we are saying that the physical im-

plications of the Reynolds' number's being inversely proportional to the surface

tension is compatible with our parallel dipole arrangement model. Therefore, we

have a good example of the comparability of our dipole arrangement model with

equations previously found concerning the same phenomenon.

The phenomenon of a spherical water liquid drop can also be interpreted in

terms of the dipole arrangement model. If the surface of a liquid drop of water has

parallel dipoles in one direction and the layer right beneath it has parallel dipoles

in exactly the opposite direction, then the resulting force between the layers is

attractive. Since water is isotropic, the attraction between the layers will cause an

equal inward force on the drop from all directions causing it to have a spherical
shape.

We showed above a number of different phenomena that we were able to inter-

pret in terms of our physical model of parallel dipoles which we associate with the

surface tension. In terms of mathematical modeling, the equations we present be-

low are more successful in interpreting the natural phenomenon of surface tension

than previous attempts and these equations include the familiar empirical ones.

The second model equation that we found, which describes the surface tension,

has an inverse temperature dependence. This inverse dependence was somehow

miraculous since our second equation of surface tension was multiplied by a fac-

tor of kBT2 where kB = Boltzmann constant, T = temperature. We not only
obtained a correct temperature dependence on the right hand side of the surface

tension equation but we also obtained a term which we called the "bond strength"

term and which contained that inverse temperature dependence. We also obtained

a modulating factor in both equations dependent on the angle the surface makes
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with the equilibrium surface. The final result of the second model was expressed

in terms of a general potential with an extra term for which there was no physical

interpretation. If we do not assume the forces between the molecules on the sur-

face of the water to be given in terms of a certain potential then the final result

is an equation in terms of a general radial potential together with an extra term

we would normally expect to vanish.When we chose the potential to be of a van

der Waals type, we found the extra term to converge to zero very rapidly. So we

can see that our second equation of surface tension has a variety of advantages, in-

cluding the ability to predict the correct form of a potential (as well as the specific

arrangement of van der Waals dipoles) that exists between surface water molecules.

Saleh Tanveer [28] gives an equation for surface tension which, after some ma-

nipulations, we can write as T = aPlanla(11R)lan, where P is the pressure, R

is the curvature and n is the normal to the surface. Since this result is global,

it does not show the origin of the forces or any terms relating to the bonds be-

tween the water molecules. In comparison with our result, the above equation for

surface tension is the modulating factor times the applied Newtonian force. The

microscopic bond strength term is zero.

Anshus [2] gives us an equation for the surface tension number e. The equation

is e = (3pT3104)113, where p is the density of water, T is the surface tension, g is

the gravitational constant and p, is the viscosity. His equation shows the surface

tension in relation to other parameters, but it also does not show the origin of

the surface tension. The equation, however, does have the advantage of giving

us information about the numerical accuracy of our equations of surface tension.

Since we have a numerical value for e and the other parameters are known in the

above equation, we can then solve for the surface tension. Conversely, we can

substitute numerical values for the surface tension predicted by our theoretical
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models into the Anshus equation and compare the accuracy of the resulting 4-'s

with the calculated one by Anshus. By doing that we are also choosing the best

of the two mathematical models introduced to approximate the surface tension

phenomenon.

One of the situations in which our model of surface tension becomes important

is when we study boundary layer flow over a compliant surface or membrane.

Research on the interaction between boundary layer flows and compliant surfaces

was first motivated by experimental reports on drag-reducing capabilities of such

coatings. A simple example of a compliant surface is a one-dimensional spring

backed membrane governed by the equation

T a27,
at ax2 at re

where T is the surface tension, 7/ is the vertical displacement and m* is the super-

ficial density, that is, mass per unit area. The above equation was widely used by

Domaradzki and Metcalfe [8] to identify basic properties of a surface that could

delay flow in laminar boundary layers.

Finally, we demonstrate the application of chapters 3 and 4 in chapter 5. It is an

experimental fact that the interaction and dust scattering by streamlines occur at

certain critical, dynamical values. In chapter 5 we use the force equation we found

in chapter 4 between water molecules to get an expression for the critical value of

the velocity of the scattering streamline that triggers the scattering. Chapter 3

provides us with the mathematical expression for the streamline and the physical

picture associated with it. We arrive at an interesting result which is a cubic

equation for the critical velocity with the matter force on its right hand side. We

only consider forces due to van der Waals attraction which implies noncohesive
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sediments. For cohesive sediments, however, we can add a force term due to the

coulombic attraction between the particles in the sediment. An interesting inverse

relation between the critical velocity and the temperature is also obtained here.
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2 Summary Of Results

To give a clear picture of our theory we introduce the following equations and

results. We will write down the equations and tell what they are supposed to
describe instead of going into the details of defining every variable. Later, in the

theoretical modeling part, we will derive or define every variable.

As in the case of chapter 3 we introduce the components of the equation of

motion of scattered dust by a single water beam (a continuous collection of stream-

lines) in spherical coordinates. Therefore, the radial, the polar, and the azimuthal

equations are, respectively, given by

fd3x p(Y,t)avraqt't) d3x p(I,t)[vo(i,t)]2 d3x sin[0(i, t)]

f ex p(i,t)vr(i,t)avra(Ir, t)
+ f

d3x
p(i,,t)ve (t) dvra(i,t)

r e v9('' t)

+ f d3x p(x,t)vr ( Ov

m 0 acp

, t)!' vw(i,t)sin[0(i, t)]

fd3x g p(1,t)cos[0(1, t)] f d3x p(i,t)r(i,t)4(1,t)
2

- f d3x p(x,t)r(Y,t)sin[0(Y, t)]v,p2(i, t) = E t),

fd3x p(i,t)r2(i, oave(af,t)

+ f d3xp(i,t)r2(1,t)v,-(Y,t)ve(x,t)+ f d3xp(x,t)r2(I,t)v,(1,t)aveaqr't)

+ 3f d3xp(i,t)r(i,t)ve(i,t)v,(1,t)+ I exp(i,t)r(x,t)ve(i,t)ave: t)

+ f d3xP(1,t)r(i,t)v aveci,t) + d3x p(i,t)r(i,tilv,p(i,t)12(cos 0 cot 0)
si(.n

4
o a(p

2

f d3xp(i,t)gr(i,t) sin 0 = E
t=1



and

{av,(1,2) , , , . ,d3x , Or' , t) sin[0(x, 0] +yr(x,0y,(x,osin[0(x,t)]

ay (1,0 y,(1.0ay(±-,0+ veri,t)v,p(I,t) cos[0(1, + vr(I,t) +ar r ao
ycp(i3O ,ay oli
r sin° v (x,t)sin 0 + vo(1,t)cos 0 +

+ I d3x p(i,t)r2(i,t) cos[0(i ,t)]v8(i,t)v,(Y,t)
2

+ 2I d3x p(i,t)r(i,t)vr(i,t) sin[0(1, = E (X. ,t).
i=i
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Where p(, t) is the particle mass density and where r( x, t) is the radial com-

ponent, 0(1, t) is the polar component, and c,o(i, t) is the azimuthal component. In

all the expressions above x is the position vector and t is the time. Accordingly we

define ar/at vi., aoiat vg, and acp/at 7. V . The components of P(1)(/) and

P(2)(i) that appear on the right hand side of each equation are the forces involved

in the scattering and the damping of the dust particles. The equations for the

multi beam situation are given by equations (3.4.130), (3.4.131), and (3.4.132),

which are too lengthy to reproduce here. f(1)(i) and P(2)(/) in the multi beam

picture are given by

(Fri(C)(i,t), Fel(C)(x,t), Fclo(c)(i,t)) L=-

I
= )

dx(C) j Y f ( : ) dy(C) (cos 0(x(C), y((),t), r(x((), y(c),t) sin 0(x((), y((), t), 0)

x
f dr [77('&72) + ph, + pg(fl n)] e3} (x((),y(C))8(7 t(C))

and

(Fr2(c)(1, t), F:(C)(i t), FP(V,t))
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foz° dz(C) dx (C) (=, (x(0, z(C),t) , 0 (x (0, z(C), t), (x , z(0,0) ,

(r (x(C), z(C), t), 0 (x(C), z((),t),(,o(x(c), z(C),t)),

zz,,Hx((),z(C),t),0(x(C),z((),t),(,o(x(C),z(C),t)))
7r/2

X it(:)drda(x((), z(()) I ch9(Y(C), z(0)vz"(x(C), z(C))cos[19(x((), z(C))]7r/2

X [11c st](X(C)7 z(C)) + a [ft`' .1(x((), z(C))

The quantity Ific(y((), z(C)) that occurs in the integrand of P(2)(I) is the

canonical momentum density. The primed quantity is the reflected one. So we

write out the expression for the incident canonical momentum density and the

primed one would then be similar in form. So we have

fic(Y(C), z(C))
3

E{ [aj PAi(Y(C), z(C)) Paiik(Y((), z(C))
j=1

A( (13 (Y(C),z(())+ 654(Y(0,z(C))]}(e3

which we obtain by taking the partials of the Lagrangian density

= (V4))2 gz

1 - 3

27/(VA )2 p E ainAnA
n.=-1

3
1

A E t a jr,)AnA
2 (ic.)21n=i

with respect to the corresponding conjugate coordinate. The A3's are components

of the vector potential A we talked about previously. The equations of motion for



A are

a2 A 3 3 2 (96.
p 71V2A = p E 63,,A, + A E t, An 1,2,3012

n=1 n=1 i=1 axi
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with the right hand side being our proposed force term. The quantity 2 in
above is the solution to the Laplace equation.

The final thing we mention about the above _2' is that the last term appears

as 1(0)2. The negative gradient of 0 gives us the diffused particles velocity. We2

invented 0 in particular to be able to use the propagator theory in formulating

interactions that are due to unavoidable interferences of different beams in the

multi beam situation. The propagator theory is applied in the following way.

Since

(i)(i , t) DV2 , t) = tc2r) 'El 7,4: 1)(i , t)

is the equation we found for 0, where D is a constant, we expect the propagator

to be included through 0(1(4 t) shown above, and it is. The equation of motion

for 0(i', t') (single beam at position F and time t') we found to be

ao(r, t') = Dv2o(v, t') +at'

with V(Y, t) = (2KI p)AK E as the change in kinetic energy per mass density times

the constant K. The above equation has the solution

where

(1)(P, t') = f d3 xG(I ,t'; i,t)11)(1,t)

G (x', t'; x, t) = G 0(V, , , t)
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+ E d3xi0tiGo(I',t'; xi, ti)V

+ E f d3xi0tid3x AtiGo(I' ,t';

Go(It,; j )1,7(.F t )G (x j ; Zt) +

is the propagator for n interactions. This concludes chapter 3 and summarizes the

important equations in that chapter.

Chapter 4 on the other hand is not as complicated as chapter 3. That should

be expected since the physical situation encountered in this chapter is simpler

but the phenomenon is much more mysterious. In this chapter we introduce two

equations that model the surface tension of water. The first equation we derive is

the nearest neighbor interaction. In this equation the surface tension of a single

site of a chain of dipoles is approximated by the sites interaction with its single

adjacent neighbor. This equation is

12a p2
T

COS 61 r7

with 0 being the angle made with the equilibrium surface, a being the polarizability,

ft being the dipole moment of a water molecule and r the intermolecular distance.

The second model or equation we introduce in chapter 4 is one which is derived

from the principles of statistical mechanics and avoids undesirable approximations

such as the one mentioned above. This equation is

cols ddVr) ddr=



where 0 is given as before and

X6 = E (V( i3)V(r)) (V( i3))(V(r))
3
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is the bond strength term. Note the Newtonian action reaction principle involved

in the equation for T.

In the fifth and the final modelling chapter we show the application of chapter 4

with a streamline picture similar to that in chapter 3. Our result in chapter 5 is

basically the following equation

8N L aµ2vn, + d dyvnc = x
2(P + E p)

p o o [r(x,y)]6

where the v on the left hand side is the critical velocity of the streamline with

direction opposite to the normal to the ground. The right hand side is then the force

that "glues" the sediments on the ground together. This equation was necessary

because it is experimentally observed that dust scattering by streamlines occur

at certain critical values. Here we demonstrate how velocity can be one of these

critical values.
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3 Hydrodynamic Mass Transport

3.1 Hydrodynamic forces and rotational flow

To be able to describe the motion of a system of particles, we must introduce

a coordinate system so that we may assign coordinates to those particles. Then

we must know the equations of motion which the particles obey. Finally, we must

have a solution to the equations of motion, typically obtained as the limit of a con-

vergent sequence, which describes the evolution of the particles over time. Here

we will use spherical coordinates in the description of the motion of the parti-

cles. These particles are dust particles initially residing on a ground that is being

struck by water waves that excite the dust particles (or just particles) and set them

into motion. First we think of the motion of water as being made up of stream-

lines in a two dimensional plane, and later we will include the third dimension.

Therefore, the water particles that hit the ground follow two dimensional curved

lines, or streamlines, transporting energy and momentum. The following picture

demonstrates the idea.
phase I z phase IT.

a single strealine

Figure 1: Showing a simple streamline hitting a single particle, and

generating coordinates for the particle as it flies apart from the

ground.
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In Figure (1) we show a single streamline; however, internal water waves are

made up of a large collection of these streamlines. We observe also that the particles

will possibly be set in motion after they have been struck by the streamline. Hence,

we define a polar coordinate 0, and a radial coordinate r, for the two dimensional ith

particle with mass mi. We take the z-axis as shown to be the axis perpendicular

to the ground. Also .-9; = gz in Figure (1) is the gravitational acceleration.

which we take to be constant. Finally, note that Figure (1) is divided into two

phases. Phase I is where the particles are at rest on the ground and phase II is

where the particles have nonzero planar coordinates and are interacting with their

surroundings. Now we will start the mathematical analysis of the situation we

have set up. The force on the ith particle due to gravity is

= (3.1.1)

where from now on the subscript i refers to the ith particle, unless otherwise

specified. Let z, = ri cos Oi and yi = ri sin 0i. The kinetic energy of the ith particle,

in terms of its polar coordinates is Ti = rpn. From Symon [27] the
generalized equation of motion is

d aT, OT,
dt aq, aq, = 1,2, (3.1.2)

where qa stands for generalized coordinates, with qi = r and q2 = 0 in our case.
The QQ corresponds to the generalized force acting on the ith particle. From the

same source we have

Q,

--*

aqa
ayi azi

iy, + j z, (3.1.3)

where f = is the force vector which contains both the conservative and
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non-conservative parts. Remember that z, and y2 are the components along the unit

vectors defined in Figure (1). The radial equation, according to equation (3.1.2),

of the ith particle is then

d a1 az
4(*))1 = +dt 2 m, are 2 are

where dr I dt = r2. By taking the derivatives we get

dt
(miri) mir,02 = m,g cos 0, + fa f b

. (3.1.4)

Here we added two force terms f and f7b., in addition to the conservative force

shown in the first term of the right hand side of (3.1.4). The force terms R. and

11, represent the radial and the polar components of the force delivered to the ith

particle instantaneously at t = to by the ith streamline, respectively. On the other

hand, the force terms f and A represent, respectively, the radial and the polar

components of forces acting in phase II that will cause the damping of the excited

particles, hence govern their motion.

Similarly the polar equation of the ith particle is

or

d {1 2

CW5ii [ri(i + r Oa0i [21

d 2 a
dt(mir i

02) = migri sin O + h ^ b+ .

aZi
fb,a0i '9`,

Therefore, we have two coupled differential equations which we rewrite as

(3.1.5)

mig cos Oi mirM = fr6i, (3.1.6)
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(3.1.7)

Our task now remains to find expressions for the two force vectors fa and fl. If

we do that, we will almost be done with our theory of the hydrodynamics of the

mass transport. The only thing that will be left is to take equations (3.1.6) and

(3.1.7) to a continuous limit, and as we shall see, that will generate problems of

its own. Now let 1Ii and H be the norms of the ith streamline momentum density

before and after its collision with the ith particle, respectively. Let the norms of

the ith particle momentum density before and after collision be denoted by Pi and

PI, respectively.

Now let

fa = fldt b(t to)[aPi(1' t) 1at (3.1.8)

be the force transferred to the ith particle at t = to due to the ith streamline, where

b(t to) is the Dirac delta function, and where frai = cos Oif? and gi = ri sin 61i f,

with f = fa). From conservation of momentum we have

IIi + = + (3.1.9)

or Pi = H. Define = Hi H: and APi = Pi' then from (3.1.9)

we have APi = Llli or
AP, All
At At =

Ate
At

Assuming instantaneous collision we get

a Pi an,dt = dtat at (3.1.10)
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If we make the following redefinitions

e 1 y = e21 z =e3

and have flow only in the negative e3 direction of the streamline, we can write

IIi = (11 e3)i. Likewise, a flow in the jth direction leads us to write v, = v ej.
Let p be the fluid density and pi, the mass flux density. Then according to Newton's

second ,aw of motion we have a(pi/)/at as force per unit volume, which is equal to

the time rate of change of streamline momentum. Let [a(pri at)]z be the force per

unit volume corresponding to the ith streamline's momentum change. Therefore,

with j = 3 we have
a(pv3)1 alli

at I at' (3.1.11)

where at the instant of collision, that is at t = to, the only flow direction of the

streamline is the flow opposite the normal to the ground that is being struck by

the streamline. From Landau and Lifshitz [19], with the summation convention

holding, we have
a(pv3)1 rao3k1

at oxk

where e.ik = pcsik + pvivk Crijk Here p is the pressure, 63k is the Kronecker delta,

o-'3k is the term responsible for the irreversible viscous transfer of momentum in

the fluid which we chose to be zero, and Ojk is the momentum flux density tensor.

From the same source we have

fa(pvi) avi 1 [ Op a ( ay.; avk\l
at + PvkaZJi= J3Tic+ 5Z )J1

which is the Navier-Stokes' equation with 77 as the coefficient of viscosity which in

our investigation we assumed to be constant. For an incompressible fluid, we have



t f') = 0 or with the summation convention avk/axk = 0. Using the fact that

the above equation becomes

Or

a(pv,)
at

a avk a avk= =0,axk ax; ox uxk

ra(pvi) av, [_ ap a2v.,
at + pvk axi = oxi+ ax21k

( ap av avk a2v.
= .7

[
.(9Xk(53k + Pvk a 3 + pv3 ) + 71 ax2Xk (lXk k]i

= a
a2v.

{ [axP 8jk + na .7(pvivkl + 77
U k axe1k i

a a2v
= axkkpv.ik pv jvk) + 7/ (9431

= a a2v
'q[--.axkv3k + ax21k i
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Integrating the Navier-Stokes' equations over an elementary volume where the

interaction occurs, we get

&"'a 11 d3x.1 ra(pvl d3x _
[Oak d3x Lvt[aaxk axk ) J

fa,v, at jpv. axk

Using the Gauss divergence theorem, we find

f
at pV, [0

Da,

av
dak [77

ax
dak,

kAa,

Aa, being the surface enclosing AV,. Let us denote a unit vector normal to a

surface by n = cos cfei + cos Se2 + cos -yea. Then it ek = Ti!, is the kth direction
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cosine. Accordingly, da. ek = dak = da It ek = da nk that is

dak = nk da (3.1.12)

Using equation (3.1.12), we can rewrite the above integrated equations as

ay
[pv jii d3x [0 nk da 31 nk daat [ UXk

LHoik +77
-xk

)1 nk da. (3.1.13)

From Figure (1), we have chosen the coordinates so that at t = to, a = /3 = 7r/2,

-y = 7r, so = e3 = that is

0 if k = 1,2,
nk

1 if k = 3.

The first term on the right hand side of (3.1.13) is then

0 knk da = 0j3 da = p45i3 da pviv3(da)
(pda + pv3da) if j = 3,

1 pviv3da if j = 1, 2.

At t = to, we consider for definiteness the case where j = 3 so the above expression

becomes

jkrtk da = (p da pi4 da) = it)] e3 da.

The other components can be calculated similarly. We continue to focus on the

case j = 3. Then the second term on the right hand side of (3.1.13) is

av av3 av3
nk da = n3 da = 71 da

OXk 8X3 8X3

= 77( -v3) e3 da.



Equation (3.1.13) is then

fay [pv,], (13 x = iz,a,{[ph pii(E1 h)] e3} da

[7./(tv3)- e3]i da

which means that we can write

r 0(pv3)1
at ( = tip +pv(v. n) + 77(Vv3)] .

Replace v3 by vri and use equation (3.1.11) to write

ani
at = {[ph h) q(tvri)]- 63}

From equation (3.1.10)

at
(api) dt = {[-71(tv,)+ ph + pfj(z1 h)] e3}. dt.

Substitute equation (3.1.15) into (3.1.8) to get
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(3.1.14)

(3.1.15)

= f: dt (t to) {[ri(V't,n) + pn + OW h)] 63} (3.1.16)

Note that the viscosity exerts a damping effect on the force delivered to the particle

by the streamline because of the negative sign.

The right hand side of (3.1.6) and (3.1.7) are force terms. However, (3.1.8)

is a force density. Note that the same notation for f a is used to denote the force

density. To be able to use (3.1.16) in (3.1.6) and (3.1.7) we must write the left hand

side of (3.1.6) and (3.1.7) in terms of densities. Recall that AV, was defined as

the interaction volume of streamline with residing particles. Therefore, we define
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p, mi/AV, as the mass density of the ith particle. Similarly f,b.09. are redefined

as the force densities. Equations (3.1.6) and (3.1.7) with t on the right hand sides

relabelled as r and to as t are then

-f- pig cos di

cos ei dr 6(7- t) {[ti(N, vn) ph -I- ptl(il- it)] e3li fib. (3.1.17)

pigri sin Oi 2pirii-jej = Ti sin Oi lc° dr 6(r t)

x {- 77(tun) ei + [ph Pg(g it)] e3} i+ fe. (3.1.18)

respectively. Here i = 1, . . . ,N with N as the total number of particles (stream-

lines) considered and it can be as large as we want it to be. In fact we will take N

large enough such that (3.1.17) and (3.1.18) can be written in continuous instead

of "discretised" form. But before we do all that, we must find expressions for frb,e,.

We do that next.

Consider the following two figures that were used by R. Wangsness [30].
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Figure 2: Showing incident wave with

wavevector ki", cross section Aai" and

angle of incidence 19'. is direction-

ally the same as y in Figure (1).

Figure 3: Showing reflected wave with

wavevector icref, cross section Aaret and

angle of reflectance 'ref

We introduce the following notation and definitions

A unit vector as y was in Figure (1) except that it is translated

in the positive z-direction.
kiinc = The incident unit wave vector corresponding to the ith streamline.

kiof = The reflected unit wave vector corresponding to the ith streamline.

vi"` = The speed of the ith incident streamline.

r ofV, The speed of the ith reflected streamline.

= The distance the ith incident streamline travels in time At.
ref

Vi At = The distance the ith reflected streamline travels in time At.

Girztt = Initial momentum density of the ith streamline normal to portion 1.

Gin" Final momentum density of the ith streamline normal to portion 1.
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Initial momentum of the ith streamline normal to portion 1.

Final momentum of the ith streamline normal to portion 1.

Canonical momentum associated with the fluid velocity potential

fields (we explain later what they are).

We now associate a wave vector with each traveling streamline and use Figures (2)

and (3) to describe incident and reflected streamlines. An important comment

here is that the plane dividing portion 1 and 2 in Figures (2) and (3) is exactly

the same plane dividing phase I and phase II in Figure (1). In this manner we are

able to identify the forces generated in phase II that are caused by the streamlines

colliding with the plane dividing phases I and II. This dividing plane is, as we know,

fictitious, so there is no reflection of streamlines by this dividing plane. However,

by considering a situation like this, we will be able to obtain a mathematical

expression for the forces exerted on portion 2 (phase II). Let us now go back to

our model of streamlines with wave vectors defined for them. The incident wave

brings up momentum to the fictitious surface dividing portions 1 and 2, while the

reflected wave carries it away at a different rate. This causes a momentum change

in portion 1, which from Newton's third law implies that portion 2 exerted an

equal and opposite force on portion 1. Hence, we are able to get expressions for

the forces on the disturbed particles, by the bombarding streamlines from phase I,

in phase II. These forces in phase II on the disturbed particles are also due to the

disturbed particles interacting (colliding) with themselves and other streamlines

(other than the ones that disturbed them), but we will discuss that later in our

interaction of interferences formalism. We claim that the momentum density of

the bombarding streamlines is transported by means of the canonical momentum

density associated with the fluid velocity potential fields. This directly motivates
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us to study these potential fields very carefully. Let us now get some expressions.

From the claim we made above, Figures (2) and (3), and the definitions we

introduced we have

in i trin
n

in

(rt

(v7fAt)Aa7f,

where and are the canonical momentum densities associated with the fluid

velocity potential fields of the incident and reflected ith streamline, respectively.

The momentum change in portion 1 is

Or

n fain Innit a-- Agin

Agin = [(it J') (vi of At) (ft (v:ThcAt)] Act,

where we set Act!" = Act7f = Aai. The above equation can be written as

Agin = (Aa,At) cos [vzi:ef
fi'

+ viine (3.1.19)

where 19:nc = 197f = 19i. If we take into account the change in the streamline

velocity due to the friction between the water molecules, then

ref inc
i avi , (3.1.20)

where < 1 is an empirically determined dissipation coefficient. Equation (3.1.19)
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is then

Agin = (Aa.At)viinc cos 19i [rt. +a (3.1.21)

accordingly, we have (see the definitions given above)

AGin = Tr =-- Agin/(unit volume)
AG_

Fin = Agin/At(unit volume)= Y =

= cos [ +a (3.1.22)

where FL is the normal force density on the ith streamline in portion 1 and the

absolute values in (3.1.22) are now, using the same notation, the canonical momen-

tum densities associated with the fluid velocity potential fields. From Newton's

third law FL = FL and so

Fin= Daivinc cos Vi Hit u'l + a Pi VI] (3.1.23)

is the force per unit volume applied on portion 2 through the element of area Act,

of the plane dividing phase I and phase II. Recall that our purpose was to find

an expression for the force term ftb, where f,b, = = we(ri3Oi)fib

with wr(ri, 0i) sin Oi + cos 0i, we(ri, 0i) ri (cos Oi sin 0i), and f (frb,, ).

Equation (3.1.23) permits us to do that and we let

dT F2en. (3.1.24)

Equations (3.1.17), (3.1.18), and (3.1.23) together with (3.1.24) are our solution

to the problem of mass (dust particle) transport by the water. The only thing left

for us to do is to augment equation (3.1.24) by finding rigorous expressions for the
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canonical momentum densities in equation (3.1.23).

From H. Goldstein [13] a component of the canonical momentum density is

ayHp(i, = p = 1,2,3. (3.1.25)

where is the Lagrangian density with 2 = 2(qp, t), , t) is the

generalized potential field from which we can get fluid velocity with the subscript

indicating a specific component, and Hp( t) are the canonical momentum densities

of the three dimensional field TT = qiei +77262 + 7136. The functional dependence

of 2 shown above is the most general one. However, does not have to be a

function of all the variables shown above in 2.

Before dealing with the general flows, we consider briefly the case of irrotational,

incompressible flows. From the incompressibility we have V fi = 0 and from

irrotationality, V x = 0 which implies the existence of a scalar valued function,

0(Y, t), such that

and consequently

fv,0 = t.0(1,0

v20 = o.

(3.1.26)

(3.1.27)

Equation (3.1.26) defines the specific velocity potential field we were looking for.

Equation (3.1.27) is the Laplace equation and so 0 is harmonic. Therefore, we

define
, t), p = 1,

rip=
0, p = 2,3,

reducing equation (3.1.25) to

a_20
11(Y, t) = . ;

ao
(3.1.28)
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Equations (3.1.29) and (3.1.30) give us a direct way of calculating the right hand

side of (3.1.23). This directly leads to the question of how we determine the

Lagrangian density ...2*? This question is one of the main themes of this paper. It

actually shows the generality of our solution to the problem of hydrodynamic mass

transport and the flexibility it has with respect to any corrections suggested about

the forces in phase II. For, should it be necessary to consider new or additional

forces, we can add an interaction Lagrangian density 2 that would correspond

to some of the forces that were active in phase II. So our formalism treats the

particles as an integrated part of the fluid and whatever happens to the fluid and

streamlines is going to show its influence as active forces on the particles.

Let us return to equation (3.1.26) which was a result we obtained by considering

irrotational flow. Equation (3.1.26) leads us to (3.1.29) and (3.1.30). However, the

formalism in terms of irrotational flow is simple and too restrictive. So we seek a

formalism of fluid dynamics that includes rotational flow. Therefore, we demand

that curl fi = V x zi, the vorticity, does not vanish identically. One way to do that

is to introduce an extra term to the gradient of 0 found in (3.1.26) that makes

curl v nonvanishing. Thus, we postulate that there exists a vector potential field,

t), responsible for the irrotational flow such that = 71(t0, A) is a function

of t. 0 and A, and t x t). But from incompressibility condition we have
ti

z7 = 0. Therefore, we want the following conditions

a) fi( t' ,
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b) x 6 = t) 0

c) 'I.; = 0

to be met. If we try to write fi(x, t) = 00(1,t)+ A(x, t), then (b) and (c) would

imply t A = 0 and V x t) = Ri,t). However, this system is overdetermined.

We therefore look for a term that involves A(1, t) and gives condition (c) automat-

ically and condition (b) as the result of solving a differential equations problem.

This immediately brings the term V x A(Y, t) into our formalism. Therefore, we

write

17(1, = +t. x (3.1.31)

Equation (3.1.31) is a very strong statement about the physics of hydrodynamic

flow. It will, as we shall see, lead to a new theory and new interpretations of

phenomena concerning hydrodynamic flow. One of the immediate consequences of

(3.1.31) is that

ti
x = x x A'(x,t)]

= (t A) VA o,

that is, we are adding rotational motion (condition (b)), expressed as a nonvanish-

ing curl of 6, to the dynamics of the flow. The incompressibility condition recovers

equation (3.1.27) from (3.1.31), when t (t x A) = 0. Therefore, we do not have to

worry about the scalar potential field 0 having a more complicated form resulting

from the curl of A added in (3.1.31), that is, 0 still obeys the Laplace equation.

Equation (3.1.27) determines the form of the Lagrangian density 2' that is

written in terms of 0. The next thing to do is to find an equation that governs the

vector potential field A and then construct a Lagrangian density that corresponds
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to that equation. The final Lagrangian density would then be the sum of the one

obtained from equation (3.1.27) and the one written in terms of A(i, t). Any other

interaction Lagrangian density can then be added to this final Lagrangian density.

Let as now try to find a vector potential field equation of motion that governs the

postulated t).

From J. Serrin [25] the translation of the point x to the point g is described

by the displacement functions c/t(i, t), i = 1, 2, 3. Where cr(I, t) = 7 x =
d , t)e . Accordingly, we write 7 = t) which leads to x = t),

where D is a function that translates 7 to Y. But

Or

ad(i,t)
dt at jut). fi(c7(±",t),t)

a ci , t) = , t).at (3.1.32)

Equation (3.1.32) is significant because it expresses the fluid velocity in terms

of the time derivative of the displacement of a fluid point. Now, we write the
displacement vector as

t) = (3.1.33)

where clll(i, t) is the longitudinal displacement and di(i, t) is the transverse dis-

placement. We substitute (3.1.33) into (3.1.32) to get

i,t) 1(ci, - aci
q at II+ d1) at at (3.1.34)
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Equating (3.1.34) and (3.1.31) yields

ad adl_tc,/-(z,t)+ x t) = + at

We now make the following identifications which will later be shown to be consis-

tent with our mathematical development. These are

and

vo = padt

ti

x = at .

(3.1.35)

(3.1.36)

From Fetter and Walecka [11] the Fourier transform of ci(I, t) is

t) = t)d3k (3.1.37)

with the Fourier amplitude

15(ic, t) = f e- , t)d3 x

For each k introduce a complete orthonormal set of unit vectors as shown in Fig-

ure (4).
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A I

Figure 4: Complete orthonormal set of unit vectors for each Fourier

component k.

While ei:0 k lies along the direction of k, ki and ek.2 are orthogonal

to this direction. Expanding the Fourier amplitude in this complete basis set we

get
2

ti t) = E s;
s=0

Substituting this expression into (3.1.37), we get

with

t) = t) d±(1, t)

1
k= iil`' 3(27)3 I k,0a(

I
0; t)e cl

2

J.L(irt) = 1-
7r)

E eksa(i, s;
(- s=i

Direct differentiation of the above two expressions shows that

(3.1.38)

(3.1.39)

(3.1.40)



t ill = o.

Equations (3.1.40) and (3.1.41) shows that the equalities we introduced in (3.1.35)

and (3.1.36) are as we expected consistent. This is due to the fact that if we are to

take the curl of (3.1.35) and the divergence of (3.1.36) then we will recover (3.1.40)

and (3.1.41), that is

x (to). t x ±-ina = at xat at

But '-V x tcb = 0, which implies that t x = 0. Similarly,

ti
acil at (t x v dat ±'

however, t x = 0 indicating that t dl = 0 as we expected. From equation

(3.1.36) we can write

= f dt x ;1*(1,0]. (3.1.42)

We consider equation (3.1.42) to be very significant in describing the time devel-

opment of cl_L(:c.,t) in terms of A for which we are expecting to find an equation

of motion. Now from (3.1.34), (3.1.35), and (3.1.36) we make the following defini-

tions:
_

at

'b.1 EE at =VxA.

Also from (3.1.40) and (3.1.41) we have

x = x =0,

(3.1.43)

(3.1.44)

(3.1.45)



and

o = (t .4) = o.

Form the Navier-Stokes' equation. We have

avPat+ p(vv)i).= pft13 71V2V,

40

(3.1.46)

(3.1.47)

where we set t v = 0, and where p f is the applied force density. Now rewrite

and f as

and

1). = 17111 + 151

f=

Substitute (3.1.48) and (3.1.49) into (3.1.47) to get

Or

af).11 + (6. = + nv2731 + +P at P at P

P 71V2r) = 71V217111 p79-ailtH 'V.13 P

Now take the divergence of (3.1.50) to get

(PaatIti
71c72 pi]) 0 = 7.17 2 VII 7t11

From the left hand side of (3.1.51) we have

(paavt1

(3.1.48)

(3.1.49)

(3.1.50)

p(z7 t)77 Op p f111 .

(3.1.51)

110261 piL) = 0.
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This tells us that we can either choose A pagilat 77v2,6± p f 1 to be zero or

choose B = t x T, where ^f is a vector. We make the first choice and get

P at
i

=71v-v_L+ Pi:L. (3.1.52)

This is what Wangsness [30] said to be the step Maxwell assumed in electromag-

netism to get his expression for the displacement current. By substituting (3.1.44)

into (3.1.52), we can write

Paat2
d

= 71\72(1(7' x A) + Pi"- (3.1.53)

Now we write f1 = t x j_L with A. as a vector with (velocity)2 dimensions.

Since we want to consider non-conservative forces in the rotational case we let

jii = cot x (ai
at ) '

(3.1.54)

where Co is a constant of proportionality. In other words, we allow the force to

be time dependent. Recalling (3.1.42) and using (3.1.54) equation (3.1.53) can be

written as

Or

p21T22 I [v x A(i,t') dt' = t x (77V2A) + Co. x a(P:1)

t. x Pate I A(Y, t')dt' nv2A'_ coa(P,±)]
at

By making the same choice we made to get (3.1.52) we obtain

a2pw
2

AP.' t')dt' 77V2 A = coa(P11)at (3.1.55)
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Since we want the value of A(x, t') at time t at which the differential equation

(3.1.55) holds we write

t') A(I,t1)6(t t').

Then we have (3.1.55) as

a2
t')dt' S(t t') _ Tiv2 A = Co a(P-0-1)pat2 f at

But

f6(t t')A(I,t') =

which leads to
2aA-. a pli)

(3.1.56)p 77V A =at 2 Co at

Equation (3.1.56) is a great accomplishment, it is actually more than what we

expected. Now, (3.1.42) can be applied to fluid systems without any concern

about the form that A might have. This is because equation (3.1.56) specifies the

form of A. If we set .4.1 0 we then have

a2A.
p Tivit = o. (3.1.57)

It turns out that (3.1.57) is as important as (3.1.56) in interpreting physical phe-

nomena. (3.1.56) was the main equation we were after and now we can construct

the Lagrangian that corresponds to (3.1.56) and add it to the Lagrangian that cor-

responds to (3.1.27). Let us now consider some of the physical consequences that

we can deduce from equations (3.1.56), (3.1.57), and (3.1.31), which are results we

obtain due to our consideration of rotational flow.
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3.2 Consequences of rotational flow

We will start with equation (3.1.56). First note that I, in (3.1.54) has the

units of acceleration. As a result the quantity a /at (pil) has the units of mass

density multiplied by velocity squared divided by time. In other words, the time

rate of change of (mass density) x (velocity)2. But (d/dt)mv2 = (d /dt)2E. Where

we used in for mass, v for velocity, and E for kinetic energy. We therefore identify

the quantity a(pli) /at as the vector analog of the time rate of change of twice

the kinetic energy density. However, we can also write dE /dt = P. Then

(p4"1)
= (3.2.58)at

with P as the force responsible for the dissipation of kinetic energy. Writing

(3.1.56) in terms of (3.2.58) we have

02
p

at2
9V2A = CO275 F.

A
(3.2.59)

Since the left hand side of (3.2.59) is a vector quantity, the quantity P should

also be a vector quantity. Hence, we let F be a dyad or a tensor of second rank

and rewrite it as F. Then 2i F is a vector. We then have

F --=

Fn

F21

F31

F12

F22

F32

F13

F23

F 33

(3.2.60)



which will make the term 2f1- F become

\
F12ele2H-Fi3eie3

26 F 2 + F21e2VI F22e2e2 F236e3 (Vlel V2e2 v3e3)

F31 ,3E.71 F32e3,12 + F3366

(. LEH -1- 172F12 113F13)e1 (V1F21 v2F22=

V1F31 v2F32 V3F33)e3

V3F23)e2
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where we used the fact that fl F = F i. Now we choose a certain form of the

force tensor, F, and substitute it into the above expression. This F would be one

with the following components

avj= i,j = 1,2,3, (3.2.61)

{

where n is the coefficient of viscosity. According to the force form in (3.2.61) the

term 26. F is

Or

F
a(vi) a(q) a(V3)1
A + 9

,,

i= I/ n 9 A euxi uxi uxi

+
[a(v?) a(v3) a(q)]

77 0 -1-77 0 +77 n 6
UX2 UX2 UX2

r a(q) a(q) a(v3)1
+ [9 ax3 + 77 ax3 + 9 ax3 i e3'

2fl F = 7itv? ritv 9tv3 =

=



that is,

Equation (3.2.59) is then

45

2f1. 1F = '7(7/v2) = 0 [77(5' fi)] . (3.2.62)

02A
P 1C72,4 = Cot.(riv2), (3.2.63)

which adds to the of physical insights of equation (3.1.42). Equation (3.2.63) is

written in components as

a2Ai
qV2A Co t qviP at2 o

axi = 1,2,3.

The right hand side form of (3.2.58) that we will work with in (3.1.23) is a purely

mathematical one. However, it will illustrate the procedure and the ideas behind

our approach. Later we will write the right hand side of (3.2.58) in the form

3 3 2 a6,.pE&iiilad-AEEti
19xt 3j=1 j =1 £ =1

i = 1,2,3, (3.2.64)

where the az3 are friction related coefficients that are functions of position and

time, and A is a constant. We will come back to (3.2.64) later but at this point let

us explore an important consequence of (3.1.57).

We will be able to explain the appearance of sand ripples on ocean beaches in

terms of the vector potential field A that obeys equation (3.1.57). At this point

we know that A is responsible for rotational flow. This A field in (3.1.57) has the

solution

t) = Aoei(i;4*---d), (3.2.65)

where Ao is the amplitude, k propagation wave vector, and cv is the frequency of of
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oscillation. From (3.1.31) we have txi-l=tx(txA), which means taking the

curl of (3.2.65) twice, so we do that componentwise. Let Ak = Aok exp i(k wt)

be the kth component of A. Taking the lth partial of the kth component would

then yield, with a/axt at,

which will lead to

and

x A =

= Aok(ike)ez(1-')

= (ik,)Ak,

61 e2 e3

al a2 a3

Al A2 A3

=ikxA,

x x = V x (iiv xA)

= A)(ik) (t 4)A V)A + (A. t)iic'.

Since k is a constant vector, we get

Ox x =
axte=i axt e=i

But from the determinant above

x x x = x (ikx 11).

(3.2.66)



Now let v = vx(z)".. Then

,&avx(z) avx(z) avx(z)
ay az az Y
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(3.2.67)

From Fetter and Walecka [11], the drag force Fx acting on the fluid lying below

the element of area da is Fs = ri(avx/az)da, with 77 as defined before. Then

.Fx = 77(ays/az) (3.2.68)

is the force per unit area.

From (3.2.67) and (3.2.68), we see that .Fx is the y component of --7-/(t x

or, using the determinant expansion,

From (3.2.66) we obtain

x=- r[x(ikxA)].y.

77[ anAl ik2 (iikt
t=i uze 1=1 uxt

-71

[3 3

E(iktmik2 E ktikt,421
1=1 t=1

[q(k ii)k, (Ic lc)Ay] .

But i; A = k Ao exp[i(k x wt)] and Ay = Aoy exp[i(k wt)], so

= i, [(k 11.0)ky exp[i(k wt)] k2Aoy exp[i(k x wt)]]

[(To Ao)ky k2A0y] ei(k 4-wt),

(3.2.69)



or
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= 71e f f exp[i(ic x wt)], (3.2.70)

where gem _= r, [(-k. Aoky k2Aoy] . Equation (3.2.70) says that the force per

unit area on ocean beaches, or desert sands, is periodic in time and space, in other

words, periodic solutions exist, which explains the phenomenon of wavy sand marks

(ripples) on ocean beaches. We have therefore demonstrated two separate physical

phenomena that come out as a consequence of (3.1.56) and (3.1.57). If we are to

put the two equations together we would have to explain the second phenomenon

(the ripples) using equation (3.1.56). Equation (3.1.56) is

a2A a (pi)72A Copate 7 = at

From (3.2.63) we have
A2 A'p-' 71.72 A cotov2),
ate

which has the solution A = where Ah corresponds to the homogeneous

part and
ti is the particular solution that gives a non zero right hand side in

(3.2.63). The solution to (3.2.63) can be written as

A = Ao exp[i(k x wt)] ('(77v2)) ,

which says that the Ap is responsible for the disappearance of ripples as we go

further into the sea.

Finally, we take up equation (3.1.31). This equation defines a new vector

field, A(/, t), and makes the fluid flow rotational. It turns out that the oscillatory

boundary condition of the fluid surface arises from the nonvanishing curl of the fluid

velocity. The oscillatory boundary condition of a fluid surface is a phenomenon
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we observe daily; however, the mathematical boundary condition imposed on the

differential equation governing the motion of fluids is the no slip condition, that is,

v vanishes at the boundary. 'therefore. we end up with a wavy surface with fixed

end points, a situation more appropriate for strings rather than wavy fluid surfaces.

Here, by virtue of the new vector field A, we present a mathematical analysis that

allows the replacement, as well as the recovery, of the no slip boundary condition

and imposes an oscillatory fluid velocity as a boundary condition. This is the first

nonphenomenological argument available, which allows one to relax the no slip

condition. We observe no work done to replace the no slip boundary condition,

imposed by Stokes', with a boundary condition that is physically appropriate.

Since the boundary of a fluid moves in a wavy manner, physical appropriateness

here means an oscillatory boundary condition. Serrin [25] mentioned in his article

that Stokes argued that the fluid must adhere to the solid, since the contrary

assumption implies an infinitely greater resistance to the sliding of one portion

of the fluid past another than to the sliding of fluid over a solid. However, as

we mentioned, the no slip condition is not always observed physically and that

is sufficient proof that the no slip is not enough as a boundary condition. Let

us now go through the mathematical analysis of the boundary situation. From

R. Wangsness [30] we define the following unit vectors appropriate for the figure

shown below, where h' = h x t, t = x n, n = i x n'.



h
i h0

n

medium 2

n

medium 1

fluid's height
AS

Figure 5: Showing the path C. the unit vectors, and the limit of h.
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Now integrate 6 around the curve C in Figure (5) to get, by Stokes' theorem,

132 i2AS +

(i52 vi)As +

ff(t. x V) dd,

where is the velocity in medium 1 and v-2 is the velocity in medium 2. Now

above is the contribution to the line integral from the sides of length h and AS is

taken to be very small. Let AS = clh with jEl << 1, then hAS = (c1h)h = c << 1;

therefore, the variation of the integrand over the area is small and we shall take

it to be constant. Another thing to notice is that Yl/ = f 6. ii,c/S + =

f f7) MS, where 6 is the velocity at the top of the line segment AS and

is the velocity at the bottom of AS. However, due to the smallness of the AS we

considered, 6 v' which means that Yr 0 or nearly so. Our integral around the

curve C becomes

(62 61)AS = (Ox z1) il'hAS. (3.2.71)

To get the velocity at the boundary, we take the limit of (3.2.71) as h goes to

ho. This is due to the fact that the change in the velocity at the boundary is not
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instantaneous as it is in the case of an electrical property across a boundary, but

rather gradual. Figure (5) shows how ho can be taken to be wave length dependent.

From (3.2.71), we have

lim 1. (62 Vi) = lim (t'. x 6)- IA. (3.2.72)hho hho

Now i = h' x ii, so we can write (3.2.72) as

or

"ri' x h (62 61) = lim (t. x il) ?Ahho

[1.11 ft x (62 Vi) lim ( t x V) h'id = 0,h,h0

h' [ii x (62 - Vi) lim (O x fi)h] = 0
h-+Ito

holds for the arbitrary direction of 1//, which implies

h x (62 61) = lim h(t x 6).
h-410

The velocity 6 can be written as

II = Zln + 61 = V nil + V _Li.

Consequently, we can write

hxV=hx (vnii + VI) = vr,h x h + h x VI = h x 61,

(3.2.73)



which implies that hx6=iix 61 and that h x (62 61) = n x (621
Therefore, (3.2.73) is

x (i121 fiLL) = lim x f1);
h-41,0
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(3.2.74)

but (h x6) x n = x(i/x6) h(h6)+6(hii) = 6vnh = vmh+61vnii = 61.
So if we cross (3.2.74) from the right by h we get

[11 x (fin_ 7E1)] x = lim h(t x xhho
(17, x 62i) x h (// x 611) x h = lim h(t. x x

h-41.0

which allows us to rewrite (3.2.74) as

7321 711 = lim [h(/ x fl) xhho (3.2.75)

According to the path C in Figure (5) we have 7321 = 0 and as a result of that, we

rewrite the vector v11 as v1. So (3.2.75) becomes

= lim { h x (.(7. x 6)j}. (3.2.76)

But V x = V x x = V x x A). From equation (3.1.36) we have

x A = acTdat so that t x 7 = x (aZiat) and from equation (3.1.37), we

have

O x x 1 I ej"lail5at't)d3k.(2) 3

Take ic = kj = koek.0 + 0 esk.1+ 0 1/42, that is, 1/40 = ek.,1 = = z.

The incoming wave will then have a unit vector k in the direction opposite to y.
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Now we know from (3.1.39) that

2

t) 1 I E , (13 k
(2703 s=i

1

(27)3
f d3k Lekia(k,1; t) + ek2a(ic' 2; t)1 eak

This will help us calculate V x (aZiat) which we will fit into (3.2.76); therefore,

O
(ac± a + + x 1 f d3k pal + :ia21 eilz±*

at ax ay az (2r)3

1 d3k
ay

Zaale
ay(2703

9a a2eir..+ 9adiezax az

with ai = aadat, i = 1,2. If ic' = kyu and kx = kz = 0, then

x at (2) 703
d3k + a2(iky)]

By noting that h = 9, we can write (3.2.76) as

1171 -7--- liM h y x
h*ho H

adl

at

Now substitute (3.2.77) into (3.2.78) with ky = 27r/Ay. Then we have

lim {-9 x
27i

d { h + a2 I ek.5
h 4,0 (2703 AY

h

2ri ha hol eag}
(27713 J Ay Ay

(3.2.77)

(3.2.78)



For ho = Ay we get

27ri

(0 +:ei./2)e273

By taking the cross product we get

1vl f
9 ri r+ ia2)ei.-6

97ri 11 1 d3krit,
(27r)3

27ri at 27ri(t. x 0.at
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(3.2.79)

In other words, we removed the no slip boundary condition and imposed the above

one for ill by choosing Ito = Ay. The no slip condition is recovered for ho Ay. At

this point it is obvious that we do not have to refer to the fluid's adherence to the

solid wall, as Stokes argued, to have a no slip condition. The no slip condition is a

rather mathematical consequence we obtain as we introduce the above inequality

in the slip equation. Let us demonstrate the exact form of (3.2.79). Since

= 2iri(V x A), (3.2.80)

then from (3.2.65) A. = A.0e(i'ip-wt) with k = kj, we get

x A = + fiay + 2.9,) x (Acti + Aofi + Ao.0e-ikyye-iwt

(iAclaye-ikYY iAoaye-iko) e-iwt

PA0(iky)

= + Ao)ei(r'i-wt),
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which, after substitution into (3.2.80), gives

751 = 271ky(ths L),10ei(rc.gwt).

From R. Guenther and John A. Crow [Li], we have ahlat = 'if n f where h is the

surface height, v = v2, v3) is the velocity of the fluid, and hf is the normal to

the surface. In our case we have ahlat = VI n f Setting hf = we get

Oh (2702
at Ay

(3.2.81)

Equation (3.2.81) is an oscillatory boundary condition demonstrating yet another

success of (3.1.57) and (3.1.31). Note the inverse proportionality between height's

velocity and wavelength of incoming water waves, which is a physically expected

result.

3.3 Hydrodynamic forces with potential fields

Now that we have demonstrated some of the consequences of (3.1.31), (3.1.56),

and (3.1.57), let us go back to the original problem, which was constructing a

Lagrangian density that corresponds to (3.1.56) with (3.2.64) on its right hand side.

Then we shall add this Lagrangian density to the one that corresponds to (3.1.27)

to get a final Lagrangian density from which we can get the canonical momentum

density. We then substitute this canonical momentum density into (3.1.23) to

get an expression for (3.1.24) which is on the right hand side of (3.1.17) and

(3.1.18) which represents our final solutions to the problem of finding the equations

of motion that correspond to the coordinates of discrete particles subjected to

hydrodynamic forces. The Lagrangian density that corresponds to (3.1.27) was
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found by G. B. Whitham [31] in his paper on variational methods and applications

to water waves, is given by

-`21= ((a + (t.c6.)2 + gz) , (3.3.82)

where g is the gravitational acceleration, and is the Lagrangian density of the

scalar field O. As far as 2=1(i, t) is concerned, its vector nature gives us three nonzero

components of the canonical momentum density found from (3.1.25). From the

previous notation above equation (3.1.28), we define

and consequently

Al (i, t), if p = 1,

71p = A2(i,t), if p = 2,

A3(Y, t), if p = 3,

aAp
p = 1, 2, 3 (3.3.83)

are the components of the canonical momentum density due to the presence of

A(x, t). Here 22 in contrast to 21, in equation (3.3.82), refers to the vector

potential field Lagrangian density, the variation of which yields the equation of

motion of the vector potential field which by now we write as

a2A 3 3 2 aa
p at2i 7172A = pE + AEEte j An, (3.3.84)

uXtn=1 n=1 1=1

with j = 1, 2, 3, where as stated earlier, we used (3.2.64) for the right hand side of

(3.2.58). The final Lagrangian density is

= -2°1 + -2°2. (3.3.85)
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In order for us to have a final canonical momentum density, we define the follow-

ing four termed vector H for the kth particle and call it the canonical momentum

density

where e0 =

particle

E33=i a

3 a-Fo.,Irk = E
j=0 ik

(3.3.86)

ei with cti being the direction cosines, and where for the kth

Expanding (3.3.86) we get

=
k

7ljk

01c,

Alk,

A2k,

A3k,

j= 0,
j = 1,

j = 2,

j = 3.

a-zo ago a-zo ago 820= . eo -r . el e2 e3
Wijk Wi0k Wilk Wi2k

.
Wi3k

.

= Hoceo + ilciei + H2e2 + H3e3.

The unit vector 60 is chosen to be in the direction of propagation of the canonical

momentum density of the scalar potential field, Ok(i, t). Equations (3.1.29) and

(3.1.30), respectively, become

and

t

IIk y'

3 a-o
e3

J=0 thiik

ado a-F0eo y + n e
afkk 3=1 urijk 3

(a220 a-ro )
j=i aikk aitik

3
ateE e

3
y

j =o

a-Fo . a-zo
k a A

co 'y + C, Y'3=1 3k

(3.3.87)



3 (a20 aY0E . a' + . (e 0
aO'k
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(3.3.88)

By substituting (3.3.87) and (3.3.88) into (3.1.23) and then rewriting (3.1.24),

we will obtain the final form of our equations of motion, (3.1.17) and (3.1.18).

But before we do that, we must specify the mathematical form of the Lagrangian

density Yo appearing in (3.3.87) and (3.3.88). Equation (3.3.85) expresses this

Lagrangian density as the sum of and 2'2. Since is given in (3.3.82), we

must specify the mathematical form of 2'2. After properly specifying the

variation of the integral

I = I dt f cli22 (3.3.89)

will yield equation (3.3.84). We propose the following form for -292 that corresponds

to the jth component of A

-292 = {--
2

p(A
1 - 3

2
77(VA

3)2
p E ajnAnit, A E (t va3n)AnAd , (3.3.90)

n=1 n=1

where t = (t1, t2) is a unit vector in the xy-plane and

2 n
oct 'nt'ain(Y, t) = E ti 3

aa aati 3 + t2 3 .

2 =1 axe OXI OX2
(3.3.91)

where the a3n are the components of the matrix arising from friction. To check

the correctness of our Lagrangian density in (3.3.90) we must apply the variational

technique and see whether we get (3.3.84) or not. Let us do that next.

Let us apply the variation to the first component in A. Then we have the

following transformations applied to the field Al

Ai (I, t) <1(i, t) + t)
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t) t) t),

which will make the integral in (3.3.89) an c dependent integral. Then we set

=
dE

(c)Lo = di j di6Y2 = 0,

where c is equal to zero when t = ti or t = t2. By substituting the transformed

Al and Al in ..Z2, we can write

SI = I dt J dY 6{ p (Ai + 1)2 art [t. (A1 + 66)12

+ 6)(A1 + E(i) Pai2A2(Ai + E(i)

pa13A3(Ai + (1)
2

A te [ °aall (A1 + )(Ai + 6) + A2(A1 + <1)
xR axp

aan
A3(Ai +6(1)1}

e=axe 0

= 0. (3.3.92)

The integrand in (3.3.92) becomes

e=0
[P(Ai + ed1)S1 + ECI) tCi

pan(Ai + (1)6 + c(1) Pa12A4
2 aallpai3A36 A Ett ax tt=1

2 A 2 A(fall ua12A Et, + (6) A Et, A26

_ALt,ut-,13
2 A,

cat

axt

axt

t=1 ,=0

(A1 + E(1)(1



which leads to

61 f dt (tA1 t
L

4 Gall A.pai2A26 pal3,43(1 A E to 111L3i.1
, ox,0

aall r- acti2 6AA i
axe

t, 2
(r.r ox(

A E teaa 13
O

A36 =0.
Xt

f

Now integrate by parts and note that

J dx f dt pa11CiA1 = dildt p(611,41 +

so equation (3.3.93) becomes

61 = I dt I diHpAiCi + nv2A1C1 + (Pdiiiii + pai1iii)(1

panAiCi pai2A2Ci Pai3A3G

&ell aan act. ;A E t,
axe + A E t, A16. + A E to axe(./Xi uxtP P

aal2 aal3A E t, A26 A E te,.,A.361 =0.axe as
t t
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(3.3.93)

(3.3.94)

Cancelling the appropriate terms in (3.3.94) and factoring out the independent

coordinate we get

a aa61 = dt cliipAi+ nv2A1 + + p&i2A2 + p&i3A3 + AE tiaxe 11at Al

a a a aa,3+AEtt '12 A2 + A E ti A3I = 0. (3.3.95)
axe at axe at

By the fundamental lemma of the calculus of variations, we set the coefficients



equal to zero to obtain

3 "
pAi 7,02A1 p 6inAn, + E tt A.

uxtn=1 n=1 P=1

61

(3.3.96)

Taking the variations in A2 and A3 yield the corresponding equation of motion

(3.3.96). Therefore, we have

3 3 2 An.
pa2 77V

2 A3 = pE &.; An + EEC an An, j --- 1, 2, 3, (3.3.97)
at n=1 n=1 P=1 axi

which is precisely (3.3.84). This tells us that (3.3.90) is the correct Lagrangian

density for our equation of motion (3.3.84). Equation (3.3.85), the final Lagrangian

density for the kth particle, is then

21

3 3

p E ajnAnkA A E(i 'cx,,n)ArikAjki (3.3.98)
n=1 n=1

Now we can express (3.3.87) and (3.3.88) explicitly by substituting .4 into them.

Remember that those two equations were written for the kth particle. Taking the

partials appearing in (3.3.87) and (3.3.88), we have

and
a-Zo
aAJk

where

a-4 1
.9(.k

= [pA,k panA3k A(i tr.

3

Ecrjn Ank Ajk = cti;
aAik n=1

) k]

(3.3.99)

(3.3.100)
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Now we substitute (3.3.99) and (3.3.100) into (3.3.87) and (3.3.88). Equations

(3.3.87) and (3.3.88) are then substituted into equation (3.1.23) which directly

gives (3.1.24). Equation (3.1.24), being exactly what we were after, is then written

on the right hand side of (3.1.17) and (3.1.18) to give us the final form of these

equations of motion. Therefore, our equations of motion of the radial and polar

coordinates of the kth discrete mass subjected to hydrodynamic forces are

and

Pkik pkg cos 0 k pkrk0k
oo

COS 0 k d7 6(7 t) {[-71(tVn) + ph + h)] e3}
-co

oo

r (rk,Ok) I dT Aakvikne(Y, r) cos /9k

x [ 7) + a fick(i, r)

Pkrkvk pkgrk sin Ok 2pkrki-kOk

rk sin 0k 1 dr (5(r t){[zi(t vn) + + pf1(1 ii)] e3}

tue(rk, Ok) rdr A(kvikricp,r) cos 19k

x [ 7) VI + a ficki(i,r)

respectively, where

t) =
3

Efa3 t) pan A3k(1,t)
j=i

A(t tajj)Aik(i, t)}(ei

(3.3.101)

(3.3.102)

(3.3.103)



and

3

E{aj + paiiAjk(Y,t)

A(I )2=1",k(i,t)}(e,
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(3.3.104)

with pk = mk/AVk, and cej being the direction cosine of the reflected scalar poten-

tial canonical momentum density with the inward normal of phase II, Notice

that only the diagonal elements of the a matrix are playing an important role in
the dynamics.

The left hand side of (3.3.101) and (3.3.102) are the coordinates of the kth

particle and the forces generated due to their motion, for example, the centripetal

force in the polar equation (3.3.102). The right hand side, however, includes the

forces delivered to the kth particle by the streamline and the forces on the kth
particle due to the fluids motion in phase II. Equations (3.3.103) and (3.3.104)

are, respectively, the components along the inward normal of phase II (Y) of the

incident and reflected momentum density. Note the generality of our second force

term on the right hand side of (3.3.101) and (3.3.102). Any Lagrangian density

suggested can be used to get the equations corresponding to (3.3.103) and (3.3.104)

that are used in (3.3.102) and (3.3.101) as force terms. This shows the flexibility

of our formalism with respect to modeling by means of a new Lagrangian density

or by adding an interaction Lagrangian density to the original one. Now we would

like to get equations that correspond to continuous rather than discrete mass dis-

tributions. This will lead us to a new beam model that we call the water beam

model.
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3.4 The water beam model

We have now completed the problem of determining the equations of motion for

dust particles subject to hydrodynamic forces. These are equations (3.3.101) and

(3.3.102). But previously we had said that we would rewrite (3.3.101) and (:3.3.102)

in a form which applies to a continuous mass distribution. In other words, instead

of writing a radial and a polar equation for each discrete mass, we want to write

a radial and a polar equation for a continuous distribution of mass. Although this

step sounds straightforward it will, as we shall see, lead to many complications.

Let us do that next.

First, we note that the superposition principle is assumed so that equations

(3.3.101) and (3.3.102) are written as

and

N N N
E pkik + E pkg cos Ok E pkrke?,
k=1 k=1 k=1

IV

E cos Ok J eodT 6(7 t) {[-71(t Vn) + ph + pfl(g n)]
k=1

N oo

+ E rcr(rk, Ok) dr Aakvikni,7) cos 79k
k=1

x [ T)

e3lk

+ a tick(x, T) dT (3.4.105)

N N N
EPkri2cOk E pkgrk sin Ok + 2 E Pkrki'kek

k=1 k=1 k=1

= E rk sin Ok EcodT 6(7 t) {[-11(&ii) + ph + pfl(fi 101 e
k=1

+ E rze(rk, Ok) dT Aakvikni, T) cos dk
k=1

x 7) + a tickg(I, T) Idr, (3.4.106)
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that is, we are summing the right hand side and the left hand side of equations

(3.3.101) and (3.3.102) over all particles and assume that we have N such particles

and streamlines. In the following pages we will introduce what we call the "water

beam" model. This model will bring in some interactions that will make the

application of the principle of superposition impossible. However, we will resolve

this problem in our formalism of what we called "the interactions of interferences".

To take (3.4.105) and (3.4.106) to a continuous limit we take N >> 1 and
introduce the following transformations from a discrete to a continuous limit

PkAVk
k

qk(t)

vr(i3O

th(i,t)
fik'(s,

p(i,t)

÷ q(I,t)
+ [i"(1,0] (y,z)

[fic(i,t)] (y, z)

[fic' (1,01(y, z)

In the above transformations qk is the generalized coordinate of the kth particle or

streamline. Note that as a result of this transformation the generalized coordinate

is a function of x and t, that is, it is a field, which means that the total time deriva-

tive should be expressed in terms of what is known as the "material derivative".

We will consider this later. For now, we use the transformations above to write

the left hand side of (3.4.105) in its continuous form as

d3xp(i,t)d2rd(t2't) f d3xp(i,t)g cos[0(i,t)] d3xp(i,t)r(i,t) dO(Y, 012
dt

(3.4.107)
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and that of (3.4.106) as

d2 0(t2 1, tI d3 x ) f d3x t)gr(i ,t) sin[0(Y,t)], t)[r(x",
d

+ 2 j d3xp(i,t)r(i,t)dr(i,t) d0(i ,t)
dt dt (3.4.108)

On the other hand, the right hand side of both (3.4.105) and (3.4.106) have in

them the corresponding components of

00

dy dx (cos 9(x, y, t), r(x, y,t)sin0(x,y,t)) f dr (5(r t)
ffff o0 -00

x {[ri(vn) + pft + pg(it il)] 63} (x, y)
zo

dz dx (tVr (r(x, z, t), 0(x, z, t))
-00

, tve(r(x, z, t), 0(x, z, t)))
0

x

f0.
dr da(x, z)[vz"(i,r)](x, z)cos[0(x, z)]

t

x [ l[fic(i,r) '](x, z) + a [11 c' (i , r) "Y1(x, z) (3.4.109)

where zo is the height of the liquid water. In equation (3.4.109) the integration

variables x, y, and z that are introduced as a result of transforming (3.4.105) and

(3.4.106) to a continuous limit are entirely independent of the variables already

appearing in (3.4.105) and (3.4.106) as variables of functions, namely and r.
Using the same symbol for two independent variables could occur and it would

be misleading. Therefore we will suppress x and r in (3.4.109) and write the

dynamical variables as functions of the new continuous variables only. So we write

(3.4.109) as

I 00 dy f dx (cos 8(x, y, t), r(x, y,t) sin0(x,y,t))/ dr 6(r t)
-00 -00

x {[-71(tv,i) + pit + pg(ii ?V 63} (x, y)
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+ foz° dz dx (Zrr (r(x, z, t), 0(x, z,t)),zzre (r(x, z, t), 0(x, z,t)))

x dr da(x, z)vi"(x, z) cas[1) (x , z)]

x [ [Irc Yl(x, z) + a [It' Yl(x, z) (3.4.110)1

SO that (3.4.110) is similar to (3.4.109) except the variables x and r do not appear

in equation (3.4.110) as variables of dynamical functions. Recall that in equa-

tion (3.1.23), Lai corresponded to the finite area in the plane dividing the phases I

and II at which the ith streamline would arrive with velocity vi. In our continuous

formalism we changed the discrete index to continuous variables and fixed x. Now,

in order for us to consider the ith (kth) streamline arriving at all possible finite

areas of the plane dividing phases I and II, we integrate (3.4.110) over the plane

dividing the two phases. Likewise, if we want to include all the possible angles of

incidence of the kth streamline in phase II, we integrate the angle of incidence over

the interval [-7r/2,7r/2].

Adding the changes mentioned above to equation (3.4.110) we can then write

100

J-00
dy dx (cos 9(x, y, t), r(x, y, t) sin0(x, y, t)) dr (r t)

x vn) + pn + 1-1)] e (x, y)

+ f dz dx (c7r(r(x,z,t),0(x, z,t)), tvo(r(x, z,t), 0(x, z,t)))
s o

oo ir/2
X dr da(x, z) f dV(x, z)v'"(x z) cos[19(x, z)]

7r/2

X [fic '](x, z) + a Vic' 'Yl(x, z)1, (3.4.111)

where S is the surface area of the plane dividing phases I and II and where the

integral over 19 from 7r/2 to 7r/2 is taken over all angles of incidence. From



(3.4.107), (3.4.108), and (3.4.111) we have

and

d3 x p(i,t)i(1,t) f d3 x p(i,t)g cos[0(i,t)] f d3 x p(i,t)r(I,t)[e(1,0] 2

r: dx cos 0(x , y , t) f:dr S(r t)

x {] 7 (t vn) + pn + pil (v 12)] e3} (x, y)

+ fo dz jc:f dx cur (r(x , z, t), 0(x, z, t))

X f dr da(x, z) f
r/2

(179(x , z)vz"(x, z)cos[d(x, z)]-r/2

x [1[II` '](x, z) + a Plc'

fd3 x p(i,t)[r(i,t)]20(1,t) f d3 x p(i , t)gr(i , t) sin[0(i, t)]

+ 2 f exp(i,t)r(1,t)i.(Y ,t)e(1,t)

f:dy f:dx r(x,y,t) sin 0(x, y, Of: dr 6(7- t)

x {[ri(tv,i) ph' pfl(V ii)] 631 (x,y)

+ f fo dz f:dx 0 (r(x , z, t), 0(x, z, t))
/2

X r da(x, z) I th9(x, z)vi"(x, z) cas[d(x, z)]

x [[14c '](x, z) + '](x' z)11
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(3.4.112)

(3.4.113)

as the continuous limits of (3.4.105) and (3.4.106) (obtained from (3.3.101) and

(3.3.102)). Figure (6) below demonstrates the dynamics pertaining to equations

(3.4.112) and (3.4.113).



kth particle

Figure 6: Streamlines scattering with residing particles.
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We will finally derive the equation of motion of the azimuth in addition to the

radial and the polar equations given in (3.4.112) and (3.4.113). To simplify the

writing, we introduce the following two definitions.

(Fri , t), FRY , t)) dy dx (cos 9(x, y, t), r(x , y, t) sin 9(x, y, t))

x I dr (5(r t)

x {[-27(tvn) + p12 + pg(fi 12)] e3} (x, y) (3.4.114)

and

09
(FT (1, 0, FAI,t)) _= f

o

zo
dz dx

s
x (=r(r(x, z,t),0(x, z,t)),=6,(r(s, z, t), 0(x, z, t)))

x

co 7r/2
dr da(x, z) d19(x, z)vi"(x, z)cos[79(x , z)]

7r/2

[tic 91(x, z) + a [fic 0(x, z) 1, (3.4.115)

which are the right hand side forces of equations (3.4.112) and (3.4.113). Let us

now write the equation of motion for the azimuth.
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According to equations (3.1.1), (3.1.2), and (3.1.3) we have the following for

the azimuth
d aTi aTi azi= fit (3.4.116)
dt a pi

where is the azitnutlial. component of the ith particle. In equation (3.4.116) we

have Ti = r`! sin 063n. This will change the form of the radial and

the polar equations as well, so we write those as well. Applying (3.1.2) to this new

Ti the radial, the polar, and the azimuthal equations of motion are, respectively,

d aTi) 0Ti azi b.,
dt ai.., Ori

ci(aTi) aTi a;=
dt aei ao, +miggi+ f;i+ f9i
d (aTi)_aTi azi j._ f _i_. cb=
dt 0(,3i api Y api . Jco, i Jco.

which after dividing by AV, and reinterpreting the forces as force densities (using

the same notation) give

piri pirM piri sin O, + pig cos 0i

piri2Oi
1

cos Ojcib pigri sin 61i

frbt

= reLi + A

sin Oic,ai cos OiC3i sin Oi(i)i = fep,

as the discrete form of the radial, the polar, and the azimuthal equations of motion,

respectively. Taking the above equations to a continuous limit, we get

p(i,,t)dvrdt (I,t)
J

exgp(1,t)cos[0(i,t)] f ex p(i,t)r(i,t)q(I,t)

I d3x p(i,t)r(1,t)sin[0(/, t)]v4,(i, t)

= Fr1(1,0+ Fr2(1,t), (3.4.117)



f d3x p(i Or' (I, t)dv0(±.
,t)

dt

and

where

fd3x p(i,t)gr(i,t)sin[0(i,t)]

+ 2 f d3x p(i, t)r(i, 01),(1, 01)9(1, t)

+ / d3x p(I, t)r2 (I , t) cos[0(I, t)]v,2(i, t)

= F RI, t) + Fe (Y ,t),

f d3x p(i, t)r2 (I, t) sin[0(i, t)]dv,p,t)
dt

+ f d3x p(I, t)gr2 (I, t) cos[0(i, t)]ve(i, t)v,p(i, t)

+ 2 1 d3x p(i,t)r(I,t)vr(i,t) sin[0(Y, t)]v(1, t)

= F,1,(Y ,t) + Fp2(Y,t),

(Fri ri , t), Fj(i,t), F,,,l(i,t))

and
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(3.4.118)

(3.4.119)

f00 00
dy foodx

x (cos 0(x, y, t), r(x, y,t) sin 0(x, y, t), 0)

x f: dr 8(r t)

x {[-71(V vn) + pit + ptl(f; ii)] e3} (x, y)

Zo

(Fr2(1,t), F1(i,t), F,2(i,t)) --=.- 1 dz dx or (r(x, z, t), 0(x, z,t),(p(x, z, t)),
o -co

tve (r(x, z, t), 0(x, z, t), cp(x, z, t)), tv,p(r(x, z, t), 0(x, z, t), cp(x, z, t)))

X

foo r/2
dr I da(x , z) I d19(x, z)vi"(x, z)cos[79(x, z)]

t s --/r/2



where

[fic '](x , z) + [fIc' '](x, z)1,

Li7r(r,0,Cp) sin 0 cos (p + sin 0 sin (p -I- cos 0

zzo(r, B, cp) = r cos 0 cos cp r cos 0 sin (,o r sin 0

cc,(r, 0, (p) E r sin 0 sin (p r sin 0 cos
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We also made the following identifications in the above equations dr(Y ,t) I dt

vr(i,t), d0(i ,t) dt V0(1, t) and d(p(i, t)/dt Vco(i, i). Equations (3.4.117),

(3.4.118), and (3.4.119) are, respectively, the radial, the polar, and the azimuthal

equations of motion in continuous form. The components of P(i, t) and P2(i, t)

appearing in (3.4.114) and (3.4.115), respectively, are the hydrodynamic forces on

the particles. The next step is to write (3.4.117), (3.4.118) and (3.4.119) in terms

of the material derivative. Note that for any function of position and time, for

example 75(i, t), the material derivative is written as

dtl(x,t) ati(i,t) + (v V)6.dt at

In spherical coordinates it becomes

av(x,t) / a ve v, a )+ vr + v
dt at Sr r ao r sin co ayQ

where = vrz' voo + v443, which in turn leads us to write

d a Si vo ati v av
dt dt

vc4) (vrf + vot + vep(,- )+v, ar+ r a0+ r sin 0 ap
(3.4.120)
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By equating the corresponding components of the derivatives we can find the

material derivative in the radial, polar and azimuthal components. The quantities

0771 dr . arvae, and arvaso should be calculated separately. We then have

av avri, ave
cpar ar ar ar

ar ae
or 57.= °
av avr aye ad avw act
ae aor + + + ve-a-o+ +

But
af. A ae
ae °'

so that
av avr
ae ae " Jr +

and

oae

+

(av avr
v

c° y:,
sin 0 + aye

v
(P acp

cos 0 0 + v, sin cp + v 0 cos 0 +
avw

a(p av

The implicit time differentiation on the right hand side of diVdt should also be

calculated separately. We have then

a
at + veO +

a(vm a(vee) a(v,(,a,)+ +at at at
a(vro avr

at at r vr at

But ar /at = ee + cp sin Oco = voo + v sin 0(3; hence,

a(v,.11 avr

at at r + vrvoO + vrv,,, sin eci3



a(v0O) aye o ae
at at at

Since 00791. + 'ow cos 0;9,

Votl ) 2 ^ aVe 3= v or vev(p cos 0(1"at at
a(v,.;) av, ass

at at t at

Finally, a(2) at = v sin OP cos 00, which gives

0(y3) ave
at v,02 sin 0 vco2 cos 00 +

We now can rewrite equation (3.4.120) in its explicit form, which will be

t) avr
vrvee vrvv, sin Oci: v2f. + 7-2-a O

dt at 9 at
av av+ vev,, cos 0(1: v,p sin OP v4,2 cos Oe (;o vat r ar

aVe aV
4- V v ve (avr ye ( aye)

r are r ar r 00
r + vr + ae 0

ve ays, v, (avr
v sin 0 1.r ae r sine ap

Vq,

r sin 0

74

Vcio cos 0)O
r sin 0

vw (v
r

sin cp vo cos 0 + avw) co"

After equating the corresponding components, we find that

d (vr,ve,v,p)=
dt

2

at ve v2 sin 0 + v,avr

ve Cyr ) avr v sin 0r 00 r sin e

+ vrv9 +[
av,
at

aye
+

vi9 aye
vy,2 cos o + v -I- (vr +r ar r ae + vw

r sin 0
ava,p9 vso cos 0)1 0
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+ u, av
re

avvrv, sin 0 + vev
ca

cos 0 + + vr '''' + wat Or r ae[

y, ay)1+ : vr sin -.. + v cos 0 + ,
r sin 0 a0

Equating the corresponding components of the derivatives, we have for the radial

component

dvr avr . avr ve (av, vip (avrsin 0 ve sin 0dt at Or r a0 r sin 0 aco

(3.4.121)

the polar component

dye aye
= VVe 2 A

aye ye ( aye) yco (aye
r V cos Vr Vrdt at r ae r sin e acp

V cos 19 I ,

(3.4.122)

and the azimuthal component

dv avipOd-vev 0+ av, ve av v,= vrv sin cos
dt t +

Or r ae r sin
vr sin co + ve cos 0 + (av;i;

(3.4.123)

Substituting (3.4.121), (3.4.122), and (3.4.123) into (3.4.117), (3.4.118), and (3.4.119)

respectively, we obtain the radial component of the equation of motion in the form

p(x,t)Ovra(f,t) f d3x p(i,t)[vo(i,t)]2 d3x p(i,t)[v(p(i,t)]2 sin[0(Y,t)]

+ f d3x p(i,t)v,-(i,t)avr(, t +
f

d3x p(i,t)ve('t) [avair(,t)
ve(i,t)1Or e

f d3x p(i"t)Vr
si50(1n 0

1t) aVa(i,t) V,p(i,t) sin[0(i, t)]]
I_ cp

+ d3x gp(i,t)cos[0(i, t)] d3x p(x,t)r(i,t)4(i,t)
J

2

f d3x t) sin [0( vept) = E (3.4.124)
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the polar component as

f d3x , Or' (x, t)ave(i , t)
at

+ f d3xp(x, Or' (x,t)vr(i ,t)ve(± , t) + f d3 x Or' (x,t)vr(i,t)avo(i , t)

+ 3 I d3xp(i, t)r (X" ,t)v9(1,t)t),(1,t) + I d3 x p(I ,t)r(x , t)v ,t)aveYo't)
) avo(i , t)

+ I d3 x , t)r
0sin a p

, t ) + I x ,t)r(i , t)[v(i. , 0]2 (cos 0 cot 0)

2

f d3 x , t)gr (x,t) sin 0 = E , t), (3.4.125)
z=-1

and the azimuthal as

d3x p(I , t)r2 (x,t) sin[0(i, t)] {.9v, (1, t)
vr(i ,t)v(i* ,t) sin[0(Y, t)]at

, i+ vo (I, t )v,p(i, t) cos [0(i, t)] + vr(i,t) av,,
a(r

1 , t) + ve(i t) av,
r D(O

, t)

vw(Y, t) av,p(i, 01 1
vr(i, t) sin 0 + ve(Y, t) cos 0 +r sin° aco j f

+ I d3x pr i , t)r2 (I , t) cos[0(1,t)]ve(i ,t)v,(i , t)
2

+ 2 1 d3x p(i,t)r(i,t)vr(I,t) sin[0(i, t)]v,(i, t) = E t). (3.4.126)

So that now we have (3.4.117), (3.4.118), and (3.4.119) written in terms of "mate-

rial derivative" which accounts for the time rate of change of a unit fluid volume at

fixed position and spatial variation in fluid velocity at a fixed time. The formalism

until now has dealt with a single continuous collection of streamlines scattering

with a finite area of continuous mass distributions at one instant. This is the situ-

ation encountered in Figure (6). If we call that a single event, then to consider m

such events 'we introduce the concept of "water beam", which is a continuous col-

lection of streamlines moving all at the same time and scattering with the ground
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all at once. Therefore, Figure (6) is a single water beam. Although the water

beam model resolves the problem of including many events of streamline-particle

scattering, it brings up the problem of interactions between the water beams. The

interactions between the beams is nonlinear which makes the application of the

principle of superposition impossible. Particle-particle interactions are an example

of interactions which are generated by the collisions between the particles that fly

apart from different areas that different beams strike. Since different beams strike

their interaction cross section at different times, a particle that flies off one area

(due to beam ground interaction at one time) could collide with a streamline in

a beam that would strike the ground at a later time. This brings in the particle-

streamline interaction into our formalism. At this point we apply our Lagrangian

density formalism to the active forces in phase II. Therefore, the problem of inter-

actions due to the interference of water beams is resolved by finding an interaction

Lagrangian density. Note the power of the Lagrangian density formalism of hydro-

dynamic forces we developed as it is already being applied in our hydrodynamic

theory of dust transport. Before finding the interaction Lagrangian density, let us

see what equations (3.4.124), (3.4.125), and (3.4.126) look like after considering m

beams (or events).

Figure (7) below demonstrates a single beam representing a single event of dust

scattering.
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a continuous collection
of streamlines

phase to
y

phase =0

Figure 7: Showing a single water beam.

In order to visualize the interactions due to water beam interference, we show a

figure with two beams each similar to the one shown in Figure (7). See Figure (8)

below.
particle-streamline
interaction/

I
particle-particle
interacrtion

att =

phase;

Figure 8: Showing a double beam.

z

phase II
1

att=t1

Note the type of interactions generated as a result of considering more than

one water beam. For m such water beams the picture would be in overlaps of

Figure (7). For the kth water beam, equations (3.4.114) and (3.4.115) in spherical

coordinates will become, respectively,

(F7. (k)(i, t), F91(k)(i, t), F,p1(k)(i, t))
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ykj
dxk dyk (cos 9(xk, Yk, t), r(xk, yk,t)sin61(Xk,Yk,t),O)

Lk, Yk,

X
IC17 6(7 t k)

cx)

x v.) + + 0(6 11)i e3} (xk,Yk), (3.4.127)

and

(F2(k)(Y, t). FPk)(i. t). F,2(k)(.-7", t))

dXk (17/7. (r(xk, Zk,t),0(Xk, Zk,t)7(P(Xk, zk, t)),IS 10Z° dzk

zzre(r(xk,zk,t),0(xk,zk,t),(p(xk,zk, t)), TZ' (r(xk, zk,t),0(xk, zk,t),(p(xk, zk., t))
712

X j. dr da(xk, zk) f ch9(xk, zk)v c(xk,zk)cos[19(xk, zk)]-70

x [tic Y1 (xk, zk) + a zk)11 (3.4.128)

with k = 0, 1, 2, ... ,m.

Equation (3.4.127) is then the force delivered to the continuous distribution of

particles on area Sk of the ground by the continuous collection of streamlines

scattering with the area Sk. On the other hand, (3.4.128) is the active force on

the continuous particle distribution scattered by the kth water beam and diffused

into phase Ilk, where Ilk refers to phase II for the kth particle. We will later

find an interaction Lagrangian density, but for now assume that there exists an

interaction Lagrangian density such that the total motion of the water beams can

be described by superimposing the beams. Any non-additive effect can be included

in the interaction Lagrangian density. We write equation (3.4.124) as

E d3xk p(Ik,t){avr(ik't) [ve(ik,i)? [vw(ik, t)? sin[0(ik t)]atk=0



vr(x t)
DO

Ovr
Dr
( , t ) vo (

r
, t ) ,

vo(xk,t)
t) ,1

vw(ik,t) ravr(Yk,t)
t) sinly( k, b).1r sin 0 0(,,7

g cos[0(Z,,t)] r(Yk, 01:09(Y; t)]2 r(lk, sin[e(ik,t)][v,(ik,t)]2}
2 m

E E F;(k)(,--i.
1=1 k=0
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(3.4.129)

We now take equation (3.4.129) to a continuous limit, that is, consider ni >> 1, so

equation (3.4.129) becomes

ex(C)p(i(C),t)f c1(
v ,,,

avr(i(C), t) 2 2X [ve(X(C), [V40(X(C), SinMX(07at

vr(i(c),t) avr(s(0,0 vo(i(c),t) ravr(i(c),t) v9( (SOr r De

vw(I(C), t) ravr(i(C),t)
vw(i(C), t) sin[0(i((), t)]] g cos[0(i(C),

r sin 0 ac,o

r(I((), t)[ve(i((), t)? r(Y(C),t)sin[0(/((),t)][v,(i(C),t)]2}

2

c1( e()(i,t),
i=1

(3.4.130)

with being the continuous variable replacing the discrete index k. Likewise

equations (3.4.125) and (3.4.126) will become

1(07 t)d(
I

d3x(()p(i((),t){[r(i(C),t)] 2 aVO( [r(x(C),t)] 2 vr(x(C),t)ve(x((,),t)
-co It (0 Ot

+ [r(i(C
Ove(i(0, t)),t)]2vr(1((),t) + 3r(x(C),t)ve(x((),t)vr(x((),t)

+ r(i((),t)ve(AC),t) ave(i0(04t)

r(iv,t)v,(i((), t) Ove(i(C),t)
sin 8 a(p

+ r(Y((), t)[1,,,(i((), t)]2 (cos 8 cot 0)



2 co
gr(I(C), t) sin 0(i(C), t) } = E c1( F` (/(S,t)

i=i

and

If ck
V(C)

d3x(C)p(i(C),t)[r(IK),t)?sin[0(i(C), t)1{ avw((C)' t)
ti at

+ vr(1((),t)v,(Y((),t)sin[0(i(C), t)]

+ ve(i((), t)v,(I(C), t) cos[0(i((), t)] + av,(i(C), t)t)

+ vo(i(C), t) avw(i(C), t)
r ao

+
v,(i(C),t) [

vr(x(C),t) sin 0 + ve(i(C), t) cos 0 + avw(i(at)1 1r sin f
+ °: d( fv(c)d3x(c)p(I((),t)[r(i((),t)]2 cos[0(i((),t)11,9(Y(C),t)v,p(i((),t)

+ 2 /0: c1( v(ocr x(C)p(i(C), t)r(i((), t)v,(1((), t) sin[0(i(C), t)]v,(i((), t)
2 coE ck 11:0(()(i,t), (3.4.132)

where

(Fri(C)(1, t), PV)(1t), P-11,,(0(I,t))

J
+(Sri(c)

)

dx(C) dy(()
.(e)

x (cos 0 (x(C), y(C), t),r(x((),y(C),t) sin 0(x((),y(0,0,0)

x dr S(r t(C))

x {[rev) + ph + pV(ii h)] e3} (x((), VC)) (3.4.133)

and

(F,?(()(1, t), F:(()(1,t), FP()(1,t))
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isfozo
dz(C) fc:dx(C)(vr(r(x(C),z(C),t),0(x(C),z(C),t),(p(x(C),z(C),t)),

17 (r (x(; t), (x(;), z(C),t),e,o(x((), z(C), 0),

(x(C), z ( ), t), a (x , z((), t), (to (x(C), z(C),t)))
fir 12

x drda(x(C), z(()) (119(i(C), z(()) c(x(C), z(()) cos[ (x((). z(0)11Jt(() -7/2

X [V IC '1](x((-)1 z(()) + a [11c1 '1(x(C),z(C))11. (3.4.134)

Equations (3.4.130), (3.4.131), and (3.4.132) are, respectively, the radial the polar

and the azimuthal equations of motion for a continuous collection of water beams.

We are not surprised that they have a complicated form. This is because the

situation we were trying to describe was very complicated in the first place. Note

the changes in (3.4.127) and (3.4.128) shown in (3.4.133) and (3.4.134). Let us now

take the final step of chapter 3, which is determining an interaction Lagrangian

density.

As simple as it sounds, determining an interaction Lagrangian density,

turns out to be a complicated and a hard thing to do. Since the vector potential A

pertains to forces due to streamlines in phases Ilk, we cannot use it for the type of

interactions generated by the multi-beam picture. So, we attempt to define a new

velocity potential. We do that next in what we call the interactions of interferences.

3.5 Interactions of interferences

The theoretical development below, that led to the inclusion of interactions due

to water beam interferences, is one of the most fascinating mathematical models

we achieved. Not only were we able to use the continuity equation to describe

scattered dust particles but also we rewrote the continuity equation, by proposing
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a particle flux equation with a nonlinear concentration term, in a form such that it

possesses an amazing resemblance to the Schroedinger equation which immediately

enabled us to apply the propagator theory. The nonlinear term of our Schroedinger

like diffusion equation is beautifully interpreted as energy, which actually allowed

the physical interpretation of the equation and the solution to it.

Since our equations of motion describe the propagation of dust particles in

phases IIk, we can view this propagation as a diffusion process. That is, the
particles diffusing into phases IIk. Now water is the media into which they diffuse.

If the particles are fine dust or if the motion is violent enough, then the trajectories

of the particles are similar in pattern to the streamline trajectories. Next, we

define I , a field potential for the particles that resembles their concentration,

with tip = V0 being the velocity of a particle. The minus sign is taken because

the particles diffuse from a high concentration to a low concentration. Note that

dust particles are being carried by streamlines and that 0 0, where 0 is our

previously defined scalar potential in v = x A. Since we are considering

fine dust, we propose the following form of particle flux density:

= + Kg(x , t) (0)2 , (3.5.135)

where D and ic are constants, q is the flux of particles and f)*(1, t) = t)

O x , t) . The term 02 reflects the fact that we are dealing with fine dust

(highly diffusive) and their high rate of diffusion into the fluid. We express the

high dispersion rate of particles into fluid as the -q's direct proportionality to the

nonlinear term 02. We realize the fact that our constitution of the form of 4'

in (3.5.135) is a new step that we proposed and gave a physical interpretation

of. The step we proposed is supported by M. C. Bustos, F. Conchan, and W. L.
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Wend land [5] as they bring up a general flux density function in their Kynch model

of continuous sedimentation section. The flux density function, they mention, is

a constitutive equation, and that supports our choice to construct a specific new

particle flux density as in (3.5.135). Define 1 -7, /at. From R. Guenther and

J. Lee [15] the continuity equation for 4) is

Or

'94)(41) +t .4.(1,t) =o,at

) ,t) DV2 4:1 t) Kt i7 t) [F (x,(±. t)]2 + 2105(i t) t. 4)(Y, t)4)(I, t) = 0.

Note that t flp 0, which means that an initial distribution of particles can

diffuse from all sides of the enclosing surface. Remembering our incompressibility

condition, we set t = 0 to have

DV24)(1,t) 2tdi(i,t) t. (1)(i,t)(1)(i,t) = 0.

With /Fp = t4) the above equation can be written as

40(i, t) D024(i,t) = tc2f1151,4)(i,t). (3.5.136)

But 215" Tip = v2 vp2, where VT Therefore,

1 2 1
p?-). vp = pvT

2
pv2 1pv2.

2 P
(3.5.137)

The right hand side of (3.5.137) shows that the left hand side of (3.5.137) is the

energy of the particle-streamline system minus the energy of both the particle
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and the streamline. In other words, there is an excess energy that is generated
by the association of the particle with the streamline's trajectory. That energy
accounts for the "glueness" of the particle to the streamline's path. It is that
excess energy that gets transferred or absorbed during a collision with another

particle-streamline system. So, while the right hand side of (3.5.137) tells us we

have an energy term, the left hand side of (3.5.137) tells us that although the
particles follow the streamline's velocity (momentum) path they are still not the

same thing; the velocity of the two differ by the angle between them. Now if

1731 = 1777,1 then, fjp = 1117,12 cos 0 and if the particles are fine dust (point particles),

i.e., we rule out angular velocity due to spin or rotation of the particle, then we
have fir/2 < B < fir/2, where f << 1. Then 10I << 1 which implies cos 0 1.

Consequently v 'Up = 16p12 cos 0 1gp12. Note that the excess energy term is similar

in it's mathematical form to the energy generated due to the presence of a dipole

in an external field. Therefore, equation (3.5.136) with the equality in (3.5.137)

can be written as

a Dv) v(1,0 0o(1,,at (3.5.138)

where V(i, t) (2KI p)(AK E), and where AK E 1/2p4-1/2pv2-1/2pq. Now
that we identified V(i, t) with energy we can apply the propagator theory. Note

that proposing (3.5.135) led us successfully to (3.5.138) which have the appropriate

physical interpretation for the propagator theory application. An experimental fact

that supports our theoretical proposal of the particle flux's nonlinear dependence

on concentration is given by G. J. Kynch [18]. In his paper, Kynch mentions that

the particle's flux direct proportionality to the square of the concentration is in

agreement with experimental curves he analyzed, however, he recedes to make any
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further conclusions about that fact as he considers it unwise to do so. Here, the
significance of our theoretical result is emphasized by that experimental fact as we

demonstrate the success of the application of the propagator theory by proposing a

direct proportionality between particle flux and 4)2. Before applying the propagator

theory we summarize the development given in Bjorken and Drell [3] to get an 7/

interaction propagator. The solution to equation (3.5.138) can be written in the
form

(Nig, t') t') + 0(1)(x', t'). (3.5.139)

Here (1)(i', t') is the solution at the point t'), '(x', t') is the free space solution

to the diffusion equation at the point (P, t'), and A(1,(F,e) is the change in the

solution at t') due to the presence of an interaction. The quantity LVD(E, t')

can be written as

t') = f d3x1Go(V, t'; xi, ti)A(1)(4, t1). (3.5.140)

t'; xl, ti) is the propagator taking the solution from the point (4,4) to the
point (I', t') without any interaction. Also,

LVD(251,t1) = V(xl,t1)0(4,ti)Ati (3.5.141)

and V(ii,ti) is the energy change at ti) per mass density. Using equation
(3.5.140) we can write (3.5.139) as

(NV, t') = t') + t'; xl, ti)A(I)(xi, t1).
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From equation (3.5.141) this can be written as

(NY', t') = 't;)(/',1) f d3x1At1Go(i', t'; 4,4)1/(44)0(11, t1).

By comparing this result with equation (3.5.140), we can write 0(xi, ti) as

0(4, t1) = f d3xGo(xl, t1; x, t)0(i, t);

therefore,

t') = t') d3x f d3xi0t1Go(i', t'; x1, ti)V(xi, t1)G0(xi, t1; x, 00(i, t)

Similarly

IP(P,t')= fd3xGo(i',e;

so that

t') = f d3xGo(i', t)0(i, t)

d3x d3x1 t'; xl, t1)V(4,4)G0(xl, t1; x, t)0(I, t)

Or

id3x[Go(P,t';1,t)

fd3xiAtiGo(P, t'; x1, ti)V(xi, ti)Go(xl, t1; t)]0(Y,

which in turn can be written as

(1)(/',e) = f d3xG(ig,t';1,00(x,t), (3.5.142)
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where

G(1' t'; , t) = Go(x', t'; x, t) -L I (13 xiAtiGo(Y' , t'; ti)V(xl, ti)G0(4, t1; t)

(3.5.143)

is the propagator taking the solution from t) to (x', t'). The following picture

depicts the kind of physics happening in equation (3.5.143).

0 (x,t)

G(x,t;x,t)
O

, t )

5:1(

Figure 9: The first term of the right hand side of (3.5.143).

to
i;3'( , t

voZ , 0 (7<I , t)

G( )11, t; , t )0

O
t

Figure 10: The second term of the right hand side of (3.5.143).

Since our boundary condition on Go is propagation forward in time (i.e. a

retarded propagator), we set Go(F,e; x, t) = 0 for t' < t. Consider n interactions
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similar to the one in Figure (10). Equation (3.5.143) becomes in that case

, t) = Go(V

+ E f d3x,At,c0(//, t', /2, ti)V(iz,

+ E d3x,At,d3x,At,G0(P, t',12, ti)v(s t2)

x ti; t )1/(1j, ; t) + . (3.5.144)

Since we have n interactions in equation (3.5.144), we can choose them to be

either particle-particle or particle-streamline. Since we want interactions due to

interferences of beams the following model demonstrated in the figure below should

be satisfactory. it

particle-particle
/oxn

0
x

3

particle-streamline

Figure 11: Some of the possible interactions are shown in this figure.

Figure (11) is the result of our interactions due to the mathematical description

of the interferences. This situation is reflected pictorially in Figure (8). There-

fore, our formalism neatly describes the interactions generated by the multi-beam

picture and introduces a new velocity scalar potential field, which means we can

write out an interaction Lagrangian density By way of example, we assume



2j to be of the form
1=
2

(4)2.
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(3.5.145)

To be able to incorporate (3.5.145) into (3.4.134) we define a five term, canonical

momentum density. Equation (3.3.86) would then become

where 2 = ..21 and where

1)jk

4 ay
IIk = E

3=0 U7/jk

Okl

Aik,

A2k

A3k,

(1)k,

if j = 0,

if j = 1,

if j = 2,

if j = 3,

if j = 4.

(3.5.146)

Also e4 = > bje, is a unit vector in the direction of propagation of the canon-

ical momentum density of (bk with b3 being the direction cosine of that vector.

Expanding (3.5.146) we get

4 ay ay ay ay ay
e A . co + el + e2 e3

;=o w)31C 3 ullOk Urilk U112k (-17131C (-/714k

= + I1V2 rIV3 + ric4e4.

Equations (3.3.87) and (3.3.88) are, respectively,

Ink =
3 ay 82 ayE(a3 . . b.; )(ej

3=1 aok aAJk ask (3.5.147)
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Inki o =
(1.2°

mk akik a(i)ii`k

where the primes are used for reflected quantities. From (3.3.98) and (3.5.145)
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(3.5.148)

can then be written as

21

3 3
1p E a, AnkA A E(i . tot,)AiikA + 2 (4)k)21,(3.5.149)

n=1 n=1

which means that (3.5.147) and (3.5.148) can be written as

and

It 0 =

Rick o =

3

{E (a, pA 0(4 pa,,A3k(i,t)
3=1

t oik(1,t)-F bjcbk(i,t))}(6; 0

3

E{(ai k(i,t) pa, Ai' k(i,t)

taii)A(Y,t)+ bykk(1,t))}(e, Y
t)

(3.5.150)

, (3.5.151)

respectively. The primes, as before, are used for reflected quantities. Observe

that there is not much change in the structure of the equations. The effect of the

inclusion of (i)k(i, t) in (3.3.98) is just the addition of a single term to the previously

found equations without the (i)k(i, t).

Recapitulating our results and equations we have the following final state-

ments as our theoretical modeling of the hydrodynamics of mass transport along

water waves. The radial, the polar, and the azimuthal equations of motion of the
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scattered particles are given by (3.4.130), (3.4.131), and (3.4.132), respectively.

The right hand side of the above equations are the hydrodynamic forces given

by (3.4.133) and (3.4.134). The absolute values of the incident and the reflected

components of the canonical momentum densities along V in (3.4.134) are given

by the continuous limit of (3.5.150) and (3.5.151), respectively. The Lagrangian

density appearing in (3.5.147) and (3.5.148) is the one given in (3.5.149). Here

the quantity cbk in (3.5.149) is the solution to the equation (3.1.27) for the kth

particle, itik are the solutions to (3.3.97) and Ok is given by (3.5.142) for the ktii

particle. The quantity 0(i(C), t) would be the continuous form of (3.5.142) for the

kth particle and the quantity G(1' ((),t1; i(C),t) in (1)(i(C),t) would then be the

continuous limit of the one given in (3.5.144). Therefore, we have a full, a descrip-

tive, and a complete theory of the transport of mass particles by hydrodynamic

forces.
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4 Matter Forces of Water

4.1 Water surface tension

In this chapter we focus on the chemical nature of water rather than it's me-
chanical properties as a fluid. As we shall see in chapter 5 knowing the nature of the

chemical bonds in water plays an important role in determining some dynamical

variables. Let us for the moment view water as a discrete collection, rather than

a bulk, of matter, that is, a discrete collection of molecules or water molecules.

Next we ask what type of forces exist between these water molecules that makes

a liquid drop of water exhibit a spherical shape. It turns out that the spherical
shape is due to the existence of surface tension in water. By studying surface

tension of water we are studying the chemical nature of the myriad collection of

discrete water molecules. It turns out that there isn't much work available about

water surface tension that gives a fundamental analysis of the forces responsible

for surface tension. Therefore, we have developed our own theory and checked it's

compatibility with what is little known about the phenomenon of surface tension.

In our theory we start with Sears, Zemansky, and Young's [24] assertion that at

a constant temperature, when a thin film of soapy water is stretched, the tension

in the thin film does not increase appreciably from its previous or initial value.
The reason for this is because we can treat the thin film as a layer with a definite,

though very small, thickness. When the thin film is stretched, molecules on the
surface are pulled apart and are replaced by the molecules that were beneath the

molecules on the surface. The following figures demonstrate the idea:
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Figure 12: Showing unbent thin film.

Figure 13: A bent thin film with arrows representing volume

molecules moving from inside to outside layer.

We develop this line of reasoning based on the figure shown below. We apply it

to a volume of water in a container which is open to the atmosphere. If we freeze

the time and view a one dimensional cross-section of the wavy surface motion at

that instant, it would have the following shape
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Figure 14: This figure shows the molecules of a wavy water. Note

the dark molecule and the forces of tension shown above due to the

wavy motion.

The balance of the forces applied to it is described as follows

T cos 8 = Force due to adjacent molecule

One question immediately arises and that is: what type of force does the adjacent

molecule exert on the dark molecule?

We know from its chemical structure that a molecule of water has a perma-

nent dipole, because the hydrogen atoms are electropositive and the oxygen atom

is electronegative. This makes the interaction between the dark and the adja-

cent molecule a dipole-dipole one. From classical electrodynamics (see D. Jack-

son [16] p. 143) the potential between the two dipoles in electrostatic units is

/11 11.2 3(n /M l';
U12 3

(rig = 2 = potential energy of dipole 2 due to dipole 1

(4.1.1)
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= unit vector in the direction joining the centers of the two dipoles

/21 = first dipole

P2 = second dipole

r = radial distance between the two dipoles.

A dipole can be represented by an arrow with its head pointing toward the

positive charge cloud and its tail at the negative charge cloud (see Figure (15)

below). Since we approximated a water molecule by a dipole, then the water

molecule can also be represented by an arrow of the same type corresponding to

its dipole. In the discussion below, we shall restrict ourselves to the case of a one

dimensional surface bounding a two dimensional fluid.

>

Figure 15: A prolate and an equivalent arrow representing a dipole.

There are several possible arrangements which the dipoles can assume. Among

those which are essentially distinct are the following arrangements which can arise.

Arrangement resulting in attraction between dipoles.

Arrangement resulting in repulsion between dipoles.



) Arrangement resulting in repulsion between dipoles.

Arrangement resulting in attraction between dipoles.
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The arrangement we chose for our model in Figure (15) is the least energetic

one. which is the first arrangement That is, the head to tail parallel dipole arrange-

ment. Consequently. we claim that water surface tension is due to the arrangement

being parallel as shown above.

The potential energy due to the parallel arrangement of two dipoles is by equa-

tion (4.1.1):
2112

U12(r) =
3

where for the time being we set pi = 112 = 11 and the index is as described before in

equation (4.1.1) which is potential energy of dipole 1 due to dipole 2 or potential

energy of dipole 2 due to dipole 1. This interpretation is possible because of the

symmetry of the potential energy equation with respect to the interchange of the

two dipoles. The conservative force equation is then

dUi 2 6112
F12 dr --

r4 7

where F12 is the attractive force between dipoles 1 and 2.

From Figure (11) we have

T cos 0 = force due to dipole-dipole

T COS 0 =
611iti

where we substitute the mean dipole moment (see [261) for the permanent dipole
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moment of the dark (kth) molecule. In other words, we are assuming all the

permanent dipoles on the surface to be parallel and allow the kth dipole to rotate

half space about the line of parallel permanent dipoles. The above equation can

be written as

6 11111=
cos 9 r4 (4.1.2)

From [16] and [31] the electric field due to a dipole in electrostatic units (esu)

is ED = [3(17 01' Ifµ = pi% we then have ED = 2//r/r3, where r is a

unit vector in the radial direction. Also from [26], pages 365-367, the mean dipole

moment is a' = aEo where a is the polarizability of a permanent dipole in an

external field and E0 is the applied electrical field. If the applied field is due to

another dipole then we write the mean dipole moment as ft' = aED = 2ap/r3.
Equation (4.1.2) would then become

6 it 2ctit 12a p2T = (4.1.3)cos 0 r4 r3 cos 0 r7

in electrostatic units.

The above equation for r is our first mathematical equation if the surface

tension of water is generated as a result of bending. We note that it is a van

der Waals type force with an attenuation factor to account for the bending or

the departure of the considered surface from the equilibrium undeformed surface.

Equation (4.1.3) is based on the nearest neighbor interaction. We now develop a

model that is more sophisticated than the one given in equation (4.1.3). From [26],

page 192, we find that the classical partition function for a one dimensional van



der Waals fluid is:

Z (_Nh
N
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f exp [OH] dqi dPN, (4.1.4)

where /3 = KBT, KB = Boltzmann constant, h = constant, T = temperature, and

H = r72 E V(ria) is the Hamiltonian of the system and V(r ) is the van

der Waals interaction energy (potential energy). The integration is over all values

of the coordinates and momenta, i.e., [cc, cc]. Z can be integrated with respect

to the momentum and the generalized coordinates separately. This yields

N 712

m
Z (Nh) I exp {OE 2J... r dqi dqN exp [,Q E

i<j

where

[e

,dpiexp[-13p12m]]
fdqi- dqNexp[-13E viil ,

1 .dpi exp [_013,3/2mi (271-mKBT)1/2 1

A,

and A from [22] is A (2rmtzBT)112Ih and is called the thermal wavelength. The

partition function is then

Z (
NA

) dqN exp [OE V(ri3)] . (4.1.5)
i<3

We now define a new function by dividing equation (4.1.5) by (e /N .\)N and call it

the configuration function. Therefore

Q(T) = (NA N) Z(T) = f dqi I dqN exp [OE v(rid (4.1.6)
i<3
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is our defined configuration function.

From Kittel and Kroemer [17], page 61, the internal energy due to interactions

is

U(T) = KBT'aln Z(T)
aT '

and from Figure (15) we have

(4.1.7)

Tk cos Ok = Force due to molecular chain of water on the right hand side.

Tk = Tension in the surface (1-dimensional) at the kth molecular site.

We will drop the k subscript for convenience and introduce a new internal energy

function U = U(r,T). The force applied on the kth molecule due to the molecular

chain is then equal to 5U(r,T)lar. From Newton's equation of motion and from

the analysis above, we have

aU(r,T)
7 COS 0 = ar (4.1.8)

It is clear from equation (4.1.8) that the introduction of U(r,T) was necessary.

Since the resulting equation corresponding to (4.1.7) will have Z involved in it, we

find it necessary to introduce a new partition function Z = Z(r,T). To make Z a
function of r we integrate the coordinate of the kth molecule to r. This makes the

right hand side of (4.1.8) nonvanishing. From (4.1.8) we have

Or

1 aU(r,T)T =
cos 0 ar '

7
1

kBT2a21nZ(r,T)cos0 araT (4.1.9)
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From (4.1.6) we have

N
ln Z(r,T) = In { (NA) Q(r,T)} = N ln (e +1nQ(r,T),

NA

and because of (4.1.9) we take the partials 021n Z/araT. However, (92 In Z/OraT

02 In Z/0Tar, so that

a21nz a2inz
=-

a ainz a {a
araT aTar aT ar 57[Nln(A.A) lnQ(r, T)

Since A = A(T) only, we have

a2inz a alnQ(r,T) a21nQ(r,T)
araT OT Or araT

Therefore, we have the very important relation that

a2 In Z a21nQ
araT araT

which leads to the result

1 aU(r,T) kBT2 821n Z(r,T) kBT2 821n Q(r,T)=

Note that

cos 0 ar cos 0 araT cos 0 araT

a2h-mr,T) a 1 aQ aQ 1 aQ 1 02Q
araT ar Q aT ar Q2 aT Q araT

(4.1.10)

(4.1.11)

(4.1.12)

Let us focus on the kth molecule (the dark molecule) and make use of the fact that

the van der Waals potential is decaying extremely rapidly. Then the integral over
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the kth coordinate can approximately be written as

[I dqk exp 3 Vik] = i dqk exP [,3V(rk)]
k i

where the summation sign is dropped because of the rapidly decaying nature of
the van der Waals potential and rk is the radial coordinate of the kth molecule.

We put the kth molecule at the origin of the coordinates and integrate over the
interval J = [r0, T.] where we treat r as a variable and take r0 to be a scale related

constant, the choice of which is explained later. Dropping the indices, we then
have

T

dqk exp [I3V(rk)] = f dr exp

With these changes, (4.1.6) can be written as

[Q(r,T) = I dqi f dqN_i I dqk exp ,3 E vi,
2,,

= dqi f dqN_i J dqk exp exp
i0i

dqi J dqN_I I dqkexp[-13 E Vi] exp [i3V(rik)]

(4.1.13)

dqi f dqN_i exp [-0E vi;] I dr exp [--13V(r)] , (4.1.14)
To

where E:,3 17i is the symmetric summation taken over the rest of the pairs excluding

the kth molecule. Our Q(r,T) is now in a form we can use, so that

aQ
ar f dqN_i exp [ E 17,31 I dr[ OdV(r)lexp[OV(r)]

dr

+ dqN_i exp E viji exp [OV(r)] (4.1.15)



is non-zero.

Set

[
,f dqi . . . f dqN _1 exp ---3 1.-: Vij exp [OV(r)] E IL
j
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(4.1.16)

We would like to note here that after we differentiate Q with respect to r, we let

the upper limit of the integral tend to oo. The integral (4.1.15) then takes the

form

aQ
ar f dqi I dqN_1 exp [--

fdqj dq2

Vul [OdV] exp [ OV (0] dr +
ij

To dr

dV1
f dqN 137/r exp ['3E Viil li"

Next differentiate Q with respect to T.

aQ
aT f dqi . . . f dqN[h E vi,] exp [OE

23 i3

(4.1.17)

= dqi dqN_1 exp E vi, dqk E 143 eXP[ / (rzk)1
IcEIT2 .ij

[
, r

11 dqi ... I dqN_I exp 0 E 143 fro dr E 14, exp [)17(r)]
Zj

=

Recall that r is the coordinate of the kth molecule. So that we have

82Q
araT [f dqi . . f dqN_i exp E vi

3 r
fr dr a 1 V exp [ OV(01

2j o ar kBT2

+ f dqi . dqN_i exp [)3 14,1 k T E Vi3 exp [OV(r)] . (4.1.18)
B

1

2
ij



Let us take a look at the second term of (4.1.18)

f dqi . I dqN_i exp[ 14E 31 kB1T2 E v23 exp [,3V(r )]
aj

Since we divide (4.1.18) by Q in (4.1.12) the above relation becomes

f dqi f dqi (EijVii) exp [ /3 E:i Vii] exp [ "WM]
T f dqi f dqN exp Vii]

[f dqi f dqN_i (E:jvii)exp[,3E:jVi7l] exp[-3V(r)]
T f dqi f dqN_I exp E:j V i i l frro dr exp [ QV (r)]

[f dqi ... dqN_117(r)exp[,3E:jVii]iexp[-3V(r)]
+ T f f dqN_iexp [---i3E:j j] frro dr exp [-017(r)]

7,/3 [1(ci) + (V(r))] exp [ /3V(r)]
frro dr exp [-13V(r)]'
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(4.1.19)

where from [22], page 106, the quantity Q exp [ Ei3 Vi3] is the probability that N

particles are in the states specified by the function in the numerator. Accordingly,

the average of a variable A is

(A) =
f dqi ... f dqNA(x) exp [-0 E2, 143]

The star implies that the average is taken over the coordinates of N-1 particles.

However,

exp [ /3V(r)] exp [OV(r)] I dqi f dqN_i exp [ / E:3 Vij]
frro dr exp[-3V(r)] frr, dr exp [OV(r)] f dqi f dqN_iexp[ E:3 14.7]

f f dqN_i exp [i3E:jVii] exp [ /3V(r)]
f f dqN exp Et3 143]



By using equations (4.1.6) and (4.1.16), we can write the above relation as

exp [,31/(r)]
fro dr exp [,3V(r)]
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(4.1.20)

Now we go back to the first term in (4.1.18) and evaluate the derivative separately.

a (
kBT2

exp [,13V(r)])ar

)1 [dV(r) [,3V(r)] viE , Hov(rd
kBT2 dr dr

The first term in (4.1.18) is then equal to

1

kBT2
[I 41... dqN_i exp E 14,1 dr cdVr exp [OV(r)]

dV+ dqi dqN_i exp [--13 E v2,1 f E Vz3 (-0dr) expJ
13 r()

ij

We substitute these expressions of the partials of Q(r, T) into equation (4.1.12) to

get the first term in (4.1.12) as

Or

aQ 1 aQ aQlaraQ1aT
ar Q2 aT Q Q

f dqi f dqN (-13t) exp [-0

X

Q

f dqi f dqN exP [-0 Eia

+ffaQ1aTQ2

aQ 1 aQ Lodv\ NM'
or Q2 aT \ dr I \kBT2 Q Q

(4.1.21)

(4.1.22)



Using equations (4.1.19) and (4.1.20), the second term in (4.1.12) is then

a2Q

araT
1 If clqi . f clqi4v7iPexP Eij Vul (E Vii)* 011kBT2

.7

f dqi f dqN [Ei; Vij (OM] exP [OEi3 V./]

1 [I dv (0\ I vocidr v
kBT2 dr (4), Q\ I \Ls I Z743

Substituting (4.1.22) and (4.1.23) into (4.1.12) we get

or

321n Q(r,T) (dV\ 1 aQ1aT
araT dr I kBT2 (17,7)

Q Q

[I dv\ 0E( dV\+ kBT2 \dr I \ 1 23

021n Q(r,T) 1 [a
kBT2aQ'IaT E (Vi;araT kBT2 \ dr I .' I ( ij

(c/dVr /143 ddVr)]

ij

ikBT2ci Vc) 13[(Vi.iddr
23

(kBraQnlaT (vi)*)

Which can be written as

ddVr )1

106

(4.1.23)

a21nQ(r,T) 1 II dV (r)\ d (0 [E ((v) (V) *)
)1

araT kBT2 \ dr I dr
(4.1.24)
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and
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kBTaQiaT

ij = (V(r )V(r)) (V(rij)) (V(r)) . (4.1.2.5)

From relation (4.1.20) the last term in (4.1.24) is

exp [I3V(r)]
ij

frro drexp [OV(r)]

In our model V(r) = constant/r6. Then the integral in the denominator becomes

frro dr exp[constant /r6] which diverges for 17-01 << 1. Since exp [- 13V(r)] + 1 as
r oo we have the result that lI /Q > 0 as r 00 for our choice of potential and

parallel arrangement of dipoles. For a coulombic potential we let N >> 1 which

will lead to the result that

that is

lin' (Vj)* = (V j)N 00

This would cause the last term in (4.1.24) to vanish. Therefore, in the limit as

N tends to infinity, the last term in (4.1.24) will tend to zero. This makes the

application of (4.1.24) to solid materials possible. But since the force between

atoms in solids is coulombic, equation (4.1.13) cannot be applied.

Equation (4.1.24) is then

a2 ln Q (r , T ) 1 [I dV d
araT kBT2 \ dr dr (lj '3)1

23

(4.1.26)
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From equations (4.1.9), (4.1.10), and (4.1.11) we get

1 [I dV d

(13E I
T = (4.1.27)cos 0 \ dr I dr

From Plischke and Bergersen [22) the rigorous expression for the magnetic suscep-

tibility is

where

xin = i3E((a, 0 ) (a;) (a0)), (4.1.28)
J

a = the quantum spin of the jth site on a lattice

ac, = the spin site for which we calculate the susceptibility.

If in place of ao and a, in (4.1.28) we have V(r) and V(r23), respectively, we recover

equation (4.1.25). Because of this analogy in form, we interpret the quantity

Eij Fi, as the bond susceptibility or "bond strength", that is, how well the dark

(kth) molecule is "glued to" the entire chain of molecules. Hence, we introduce

the expression Xb /13 Ei3 and call it the bond strength. The derivative of Xb

which appears in (4.1.27) is then the bond's response to the applied force (d÷').

Therefore, we rewrite the equivalent surface tension (4.1.27) as

T
RddVr) cwd xbi=

with

(4.1.29)

xb. ,3E((V(r23)V(r)) (V(r,3)) (V(r)))
23

as the bond strength term. Equation (4.1.29) was derived from (4.1.9) using rela-

tion (4.1.10). We want to point out some of the shortcomings of (4.1.29). From
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relation (4.1.10) we have

Q(r, T) = f dq1 . I dqN_i exp [OE I dr exp [ V(r)]
73 ro

While the integral frro dr exp [ /3V(r)] serves us in getting the extra term in

(4.1.24) to converge to zero, it is simultaneously giving us a mathematical problem

in the sense that the lower limit is making the integrand diverge. The way to

remedy that is to let the lower limit of the integral be small enough to make the

extra term in (4.1.24) vanish yet large enough to make the configuration function

Q(r,T) converge. We choose this lower limit to be the equilibrium intermolecular

distance at the minimum potential energy, that is, r0 in Figure (16) shown below:

A
v(r)

Figure 16: The potential energy curve between two molecules.

Therefore,

Cd(r7T) = f dqi I dqN-1 exp [-13 vi,1 I dr exp [OV(r)]

With this form of Q the expressions in (4.1.29) are all convergent. Equation (4.1.29)



can be expressed in words by

Surface tension (attenuation factor)

x ( applied force + bond's strength response).
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To interpret the expressions on the right hand side of (4.1.29), it is crucial that

the signs of the two terms are opposite. The first term is the Newtonian pulling or

pushing force. The two terms are then due to the applied force and the chemical

bonds response to it in the sense of bond "stretch" or "compression". A very

important observation here is the consequence of choosing the specific arrangement

of dipoles. The parallel arrangement we chose gave us a potential in the form

V(r) = 4aµµ/r6, hence (dV I dr) is a negative force. /3Ei3 F13 is positive for all

arrangements parallel or anti-parallel, which means that at higher temperatures

the bond strength contribution to the magnitude of r is lessened, a result we expect

to be true since higher temperatures are a reflection of higher kinetic energy values,

which will cause the molecules to have more difficulty bonding with each other.

Another observation here is that equation (4.1.9) is a basic physics equation as

is equation (4.1.29). That is, basic physics lead to basic physics. This encourages

us to think of (4.1.9) as the right approach to the problem, because the state-

ment expressed in (4.1.29) is a natural consequence of the situation encountered

in Figure (15).

4.2 Applications

Our expression for the surface tension includes many special cases. One situa-

tion where we encounter such an expression is the differential equation of surface

waves. We would like to consider this differential equation without assuming small
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amplitudes, Since we can consider the water surface to be a sheet or a membrane,

we can define a mass per unit area. Accordingly we let

a = Mass per unit area

dA = Equilibrium area

dS = Actual stretched area

If we define the potential energy as the work done in stretching the membrane we

have from Fetter & Walechka [11]

where

VdA = r(dS dA) (4.2.30)

T = Surface tension or surface energy density

V = potential energy density

If we let Z be the unit vector in the direction of the positive z coordinate, ft the unit

normal to the surface, and u(x, y) be the vertical displacement of the membrane

from its equilibrium configuration, then we have (see [11])

which leads to

Z It =

z Vu
+ (tu)2j112

1

[1 + (tu)2]1/2.

(4.2.31)

(4.2.32)
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Let dg = lidS. Since the equilibrium area dA is the projection of this vector in the

z direction, we have dA = z (1-IdS). Equation (4.2.30) then becomes

The kinetic energy is

VdA = rdA{il ('-u)211/2 .

TdA = o-dA .)2
OT

Combining equations (4.2.33) and (4.2.34) we find

2=
2
-1 0-(X)

(
-du
at

)
T {[1 U)2]1 / 2 1}

(4.2.33)

(4.2.34)

(4.2.35)

which is equivalent to the Lagrangian density for a vibrating membrane. The
Euler-Lagrange equation is

a ar a ac a or or
_ o.

at a(au I at)
+

ax a(au ax)+ ay a(au ay) au
(4.2.36)

If we calculate the partials in the Euler-Lagrange equation separately, we obtain

ac
a(aul at)

a ar
at a(aul at)

ac
aux

au,

au

(au\
= -,N )

0 (au) 02u
ate at ) ate

au ax

[1 + u)9112
au /ay

[1 + (V u)1112

o.

(o- = a(x))



Substituting these expressions in equation (4.2.36) we get

a 012 {,
7_,(1)

[ + Vv )211/2
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(4.2.37)

In tile case of pure water, o can be taken to be constant because this implies

molecular replacements from the volume region as the surface is stretched. This

was demonstrated in Figures 1 and 2.

Equation (4.2.37) is the unapproximated wave equation of surface waves and

we note the significance of the surface tension equation. If the surface tension is

constant, equation (4.2.37) reduces to

CZ

azu 'u
at2 [1+ (t"v)11/21'

(4.2.38)

where c2 ria is the velocity of propagation. However, if the surface tension is

not constant then that will add to the complexity in the form of equation (4.2.37).

To put equation (4.2.37) into a form appropriate for describing surface water

waves, we let u = 4- be the displacement from the equilibrium surface. Then

equation (4.2.37) would be

(at2)) 1[1+ (0o21 /2

From the inviscid flow equation we have

Tit = at + (v v)v p f,

(4.2.39)

where f = t4(i) and (DP) = Oz.

Furthermore, we assume the fluid to be irrotational so that V x = 0, which
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will lead to the equilibrium expression fi 0. Using the identity (ii
(-12--v2) v x x fl), the flow equations become

1 2+
2

v2 + + Oz = O.

Let P0 denote the atmospheric pressure and = q Pot/p. From Fetter & Walecka
[11], equation (4.2.34) gives

7 ao 1 2

1 + CC7 2 1 2 ef Pat 2Pv0 (4.2.40)

as the unapproximated boundary condition imposed by surface waves.

As the above equations demonstrate the application of our mathematical mod-

els of the water surface tension equation, we would like now to demonstrate the

application of our physical model of water surface tension to the phenomenon of

the spherical shape of water droplets.

We know that the shape of the water liquid drop depends on the surface on

which it resides. Since we derived the surface tension from electromagnetic forces,

we can explain the fact that water drops are more spherical on a non-polar sur-

face. An example of a non-polar surface is Teflon [1] which is the trade name for

polytetrafluoroethylene (TFE). Teflon is a highly ordered polymer made of chains

of CF2 with strong C-F bond. It is a stiff, rigid insulator with low coefficient of

friction. Since it is an insulator, it is electrically inert. Our model explains the

spherical shape water droplets take on a teflon surface. In the case of a polar

surface the electromagnetic interaction between the water droplet and the polar

surface flattens the water droplet.
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5 Critical Velocity of Interactions

In this chapter we combine the results of chapters 3 and 4 to come up with

an interesting equation. We described the motion of scattered particles by water

beams in chapter 3, but we did not give a theoretically based, physical analy-

sis concerning the actual cause of the scattering of the residing particles by the

streamlines. Besides the transfer of momentum that we mentioned in chapter 3,

there are other factors that contribute to the process of scattering. This argument

is supported by experiment, where residing particles are not always scattered by

water beams. It turns out that there are certain critical values at which the actual

scattering occurs. In chapter 3 we described the scattering in terms of a force

delivered by the streamlines at the instant of scattering, and we expect one of

these critical values to be a dynamical variable on which the force transferring the

momentum depends. From (3.1.16) this dynamical variable is either the pressure

or the velocity of the scatterer, here the water beam. From the perspective of

the residing particles, it is the chemical bonding between the particles that con-

tributes to the determination of the critical value of that dynamical variable. Since

we are talking about "mud", which is a mixture of dust particles with water, the

chemical forces between the water molecules also play an important role in deter-

mining the critical value. It is here that the results of chapter 4 are applied. The

forces between the water molecules in the muddy bottom are similar in form to the

forces causing water surface tension. Let us now start the analysis starting with

Figure (1) in chapter 3.
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Figure 17: Showing a streamline with energy E' interacting with

residing particles.

Let E' and E be the energy of the bond between the masses m1 and m2 shown in

the figure and the energy of the streamline scattering with the bond, respectively.

By definition of the critical energy, E', if E < E', then the bond holding m1 and

m2 together will not break. However, for E > E', the bond will break and the

two particles will fly apart. We deduce the nature of this bond from the results of

chapter 4. Now let E be the internal energy of a streamline per unit mass and A°

be the enthalpy per unit mass of streamline. Then from Landau and Lifshitz [19],

we have

E [pfi(2 v2 + )] /2 (5.0.1)

where adiabatic flow is assumed and where h = at the instant of collision. The

quantity A° in (5.0.1) is the enthalpy (heat function per unit mass) while E is the

energy flux density vector component along h of the scattering streamline.

If we define s to be the internal energy per unit mass and write the enthalpy as
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= E + PI p with P as the pressure and p as the mass density,then we can write

1
pt7(-21 c2 = p17(-9V2 E P

Also from Landau and Lifshitz [191 we have the equality

aat
I (

2
V

2 pE)d3x = pfi(-2 v2 +
s

(5.0.2)

(5.0.3)

According to (5.0.3), E is the rate of the streamline's energy dissipation through

the surface flda. From equation (5.0.2) we can write

1E = [OH
2

v2 + E) + Nil h

pvn(
2

v2 + E) + Pv,
1

Pvn[3(vn2 vi) e] + Pv
1 0 1
2pv;',+ pv,v1 + pvne + Pv,
1 1= pvn

3 + (
2

pvI + pE + P)vri (5.0.4)

where h = vn is the only non zero component at the instant of the collision or

the energy transfer. Accordingly, we set vl = 0 and (5.0.4) becomes

1E = pv,i + (pe + P)vn. (5.0.5)

Therefore, E is a cubic equation in vr, and (5.0.5) is our mathematical expression

for the energy of the scattering streamline. The next step is to find an expression

for E', the energy of the chemical bond between the particles. Figure (18) below

demonstrates for us the chemical bonding between the particles at a microscopic

level.
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Figure 18: Showing dust particles bonded by chain of water

molecules.

In Figure (18) we approximate a water molecule to be the one given in Fig-

ure (15) of chapter 4. We assume no interactions between the particles (non

cohesive sediments) and no interactions between the particles and the molecules.

Consequently a single dust particle is held down by a layer of water molecules with

permanent dipoles. Recalling the distinct arrangements we showed in chapter 4 fol-

lowing Figure (15), it becomes clear that the arrangement shown in Figure (18) is

the one that generates water surface tension. From equation (4.1.1), the potential

energy between two dipoles in electrostatic units is

U(r12) = r312

where it' = 2aµ /r3. Equation (5.0.6) becomes

4att2U(rii) ,rii

(5.0.6)

(5.0.7)

where a is the polarizability we introduced in chapter 4. Now consider a single

layer of molecules in Figure (18). From Figure (18) and equation (5.0.7) the energy
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4a it2= E , k = 1, , N, (5.0.8)
rig

4.1

so the total energy of N layers is then

N
E' = E = NEk,

m =1
(5.0.9)

where for simplicity we assumed no interaction between the layers. N is chosen

such that 0 < E' < oo. By the equations (5.0.5), (5.0.8), and (5.0.9), the condition

E > E' gives the inequality

1
2 pv,3 + (pe + P)v > N,L 4ctit2

,6
1,3 .1

tv,
(5.0.10)

which leads to in f { 2 pv7,3 + (pe + P)v,} = N (4ap2 1713), where the infimum

is taken over the vn.
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The critical value where the infimum is assumed is denoted by v. With the
equality we let v7, = vnc and define it to be the critical velocity at which the

scattering take place. Equation (5.0.10) then becomes

1 gpvL (pE P)v = NE i4a6
r-

g .7
t#1

Or

3 2(P + Ep) 8N ap2vnc Vnc = (5.0.1)
p p ,.6

.03

Note the direct proportionality in (5.0.11) between vne and N. There is also an

inverse proportionality between v and T. This is because the polarizability

can be written, from J. C. Slater [26], as

2

= ao + 3kBT (5.0.12)

where ac, is the polarization due to electronic fluctuation.

Equation (5.0.11) defines vric and gives us a direct way of calculating v which

is what we sought in this chapter. The proportionalities between the variables of

(5.0.11) makes it even more interesting. Taking (5.0.11) to a continuous limit we

write
3 2(P + El 8N -L

dx dy
(40

vnc + vnc =
p o o [r(x, 0]6 (5.0.13)

with I L j> 1.

If we are dealing with cohesive sediments then the energy due to coulombic

force between the sediments should be added to the right hand side of (5.0.13).
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6 Discussion

The equations we presented in chapters 3, 4, and 5 were very general and com-

plex. In particular,in developing the equations for the hydrodynamical, continuous

mass transport, physical situation considered forced the equations to become com-

plex. Our intention, however, was to give hydrodynamical equations of motion and

hydrodynamical forces that had never been considered before and hence give an

initial step toward a better theoretical approach to the problem of dust particles in

hydrodynamical flows. To describe rotational flows effectively, we wrote the fluid

velocity as

fi(i, -0(1, + x if(y, (6.0.1)

The curl of the vector potential A would then be responsible for the nonzero

vorticity. From the Navier-Stokes equations, we found that A satisfied

A2 )f a Goi)
71S72221' = coat at (6.0.2)

where p is the fluid density, i is the drag force coefficient, is a vector quantity

with velocity sqaured dimensions, and Co is a constant of proportionality. By

equating the right hand side of(6.0.2) to zero, we were able to get a homogeneous

wave eqaution for A. Consequently, A was an oscillatory function, which in turns

gave us an oscillatory viscous drag force explaining the phenomenon of sand ripples

in deserts and on ocean beaches. This, as we mentioned in the introduction, is

the first concerete and successful explanation given in explaining the phenomenon

of ripples. Another new and successful explanation of a physical phenomenon we
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ah (2702
at Ay

0
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(6.0.3)

Where h is the fluid height at a solid boundary, Ay is the wavelength of the incoming

water, and Ao is the amplitude of A. Equation (6.0.3) describes the motion of a

fluid surface at a solid boundary. The inverse proportionality between A, and h

and the oscillatory behavior expressed in the exponential are consistent with what

is observed physically. This equation can be solved easily for h and values for Ay

and Ao can be substituted to get a numerical value for h.

The generality of the right hand side of equation (6.0.2) allows us to get ex-

pressions for drag forces and hence give an initial step in a theoretical description

of forces involved during the turbulent motion of a fluid. One such expression we

obtained was the equation

a (p1±)
at = (riv2). (6.0.4)

All these consequences of introducing the quantity A supports the fact that

turbulent flow in continuous media is due to the presence of the second term in

equation (6.0.1). This is a new step and, we believe, a better approach to the

understanding of turbulent phenomena. We do not have to deal with nonlinear

dynamics and the equations are very concrete in their description of continuous

matter flows. Other studies about turbulence and rotational flow must include A

and it's role in causing a turbulent flow.

An additional advantage of our force equation due to fluid motion is that it

is expressed in terms of a Lagrangian density which we know to be not unique.

Our way of describing continuous mass motion in fluids was to introduce equa-
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tions for discrete masses disturbed by discrete streamlines then take the discrete

equations to a continuous limit. This gives a guideline and a clear procedure for

other researchers on how to obtain equations for continua. To include the many

interactions between the mass particles, we applied the propagator theory to the

continuous form of our equations. This step was one of the most successful steps

we achieved. A very interesting calculation for future work is to calculate a two

particle interaction propagator and substitute it into the continuous equations.

The first equation we introduced for surface tension involved the van der Waals

potential. The second equation was expressed in terms of a general potential. We

understand that our model was one dimensional , however, for future search a

two dimensional model can be developed using our results as a guide for finding

significant quantities, specifically, the bond strength term.

The equation we introduced in chapter 5 is a cubic and a simple equation. It

defines a critical streamline velocity at which an interaction between the fluid in

motion and the residing particles can occur. We realize that this is the first attempt

to define a physical quantity that the interaction between the fluid and the residing

particles depend on. Since experiments of this kind are not too costly, values of

critical velocity obtained by experiments can be compared with our theoretical

value. A bonding between the particles that considers all the attraction forces can

be studied in future works in an attempt to obtain a theoretical critical velocity

value agreeing with the experimental one.
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